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Exiled journalists speak out
Amanda Robb
The Wayside’s Pastor, Graham
Long, opened the proceedings by
proclaiming, “Tonight will raise
questions as deep as, What is the
nature of evil?”
Guest speakers and Sierra Leone
journalists, Sunny Cole and Addison
Yongai, summarised the war breaking
out due to government corruption and
mismanagement of diamond resources.
The government was overwhelmed at
the time, due to the corruption and the
deteriorating economy, and could not put
up any significant resistance.
Mr Cole spoke of the complexities
journalists faced throughout the civil
war. The working media was very mixed.
Newspapers supported and opposed the
government. The vicious physical threats
alongside the socio-political and unjust
conditions the journalists were placed
in, gave Sierra Leone the reputation of
being “the most dangerous country for
journalists at the time”.
Mr Yongai was the first journalist
arrested, with charges akin to treason,
in 1996. Mr Yongai, who was facing the
death penalty, was detained in maximum
security prison with a fortunate release
years later. After escaping the brutal
attacks, he and numerous others were
brought to Australia for protection, as
their country was now unsafe for the
involved media. “We are mindful that
one day the government will come back

On September 17, the Wayside Chapel in Kings Cross presented “Darkness Over Paradise”. Journalists from Sierra
Leone screened a documentary and held an open discussion on their civil war (in the 1990s) and the difficulties
the African community and refugees now face. The room was silenced, with respect and appreciation, as the
Journalists in exile Photo: Katrina Mathieson
courageous journalists gave insights on their experience during the atrocities.
and find us,” he said.
Here in Australia, Mr Cole and
Mr Yongai, alongside many other
active journalists, fight for African
refugee rights in seeking support and

acknowledgement from international
communities. “This is the only way we
can alleviate the frustration of all the
problems there,” Mr Yongai said.
When asked, toward the end of

proceedings, if anybody who fought
in the war came out a hero, Mr Yongai
replied, “In a war, there is no hero”.
Next month at the Wayside Chapel:

Advice from a survivor
Susannah Palk
The effects of child abuse are farreaching and long lasting – something
that abuse survivor, Linda (not her real
name), can attest to.
Having been the victim of abuse throughout her childhood, it has taken Linda a long
time to get her life on track. Not only has she
suffered depression and high anxiety due to
her experiences, but a myriad of other issues
associated with abuse.
“I got skin allergies and a whole lot
of other symptoms that were born of my
anxiety and depression,” says Linda. “But
even basic things, like picking out clothes,
were just too hard for me to do ... I was
afraid of going outside the house, even to
buy milk. I just couldn’t do it.”
This behaviour is not uncommon amongst
adults who have suffered abuse as children.
Coupled with having to re-learn social skills,

it makes integrating back into normal life
very difficult.
“An abused child doesn’t have a clue
what the appropriate social skills are,” says
Linda. “They have been taught a completely
different set of ways of behaving. As far as
they’re concerned, everything horrible that
happens to them is normal.”
Usually what this means is that survivors
react very differently to everyday interactions
with people.
“Everything is perceived as a threat, even
when it’s not,” Linda says. “I was constantly
in ‘fight or flight’ mode and had to learn that,
if someone disagreed with me, it didn’t mean
that they wanted to abuse or attack me. I had
to learn they were allowed to disagree.”
She managed to get back on her feet with
the help of ASCA, Advocates for Survivors
of Child Abuse.
“It’s about breaking those chains and
retraining your body and your mind, and
that’s what ASCA encourages,” Linda says.

Linda Photo: Ali Blogg

“I was just desperate to find someone who
could help me. There were a lot of people at
ASCA who where like me, which was good,
I didn’t feel so alone.”
Founded over 10 years ago, ASCA was
formed by a group of survivors of child
abuse, who found that very little help
and support existed for adult survivors of
child abuse.
Learning you are not alone is very
important, says Dr Cathy Kezelman,

Chairperson of ASCA. “Adults who were
abused as children often feel alienated
from society, silenced and alone,” she says.
“The opportunity to meet with others with
similar experiences allows survivors to feel
less alone and to begin to make connections
with others who understand and can validate
their experiences.”
One important aspect of ASCA is
education. As well as helping survivors
to confront and accept their experiences,

October 7 - Kaleidoscope Festival:
‘Innovative Models of Mental Health Care.’
The Mental Health Council of Australia
will explain its report and canvas positive
opportunities for inner-city Sydney.

education plays a vital role in breaking the
cycle of abuse.
“A lot of people don’t realise they are
actually abusing their children … As a
survivor you have to learn that what you
were taught as a child wasn’t normal or
acceptable behaviour,” says Linda. “I know
of cases where older siblings abuse younger
siblings, because someone older abused
them, and the cycle continues.”
ASCA programs, such as psychoeducation and one-to-one therapy, try to
break these patterns. Dr Kezelman points
out that it helps survivors to gain insight
into their patterns of behaviour and deal
with the impact of their abuse.
The most important thing to understand,
says Linda, is that you don’t have to continue
to live in pain. “There is light at the end of
the tunnel and it’s never too late, no matter
how old you are. There are places that you
can go to where you will be safe.”
To report suspected abuse or neglect call the
DoCS Helpline 132111. For more information
go to NAPCAN www.napcan.org.au
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Homelessness in Sydney an “epidemic”
Managing Editor
Andrew Collis

Vanessa Watson
The number of people who are
sleeping rough in Sydney is rising,
and substantial increases in funding
and housing are required to address
the problem, says Lisa Burns of the
Newtown Neighbourhood Centre
(NNC).
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For several months NNC has been
handing out “swag packs” to help the
increasing numbers of people who are
homeless. The decision to begin handing
out the packs was made as NNC staff
realised that more and more people
without secure housing were approaching the Centre for assistance.
Aside from a recent $5000 grant
from the City of Sydney, NNC does not
receive any funding to deal with the
issue of homelessness. The money has
been coming from the proceeds of the
Centre’s own Newtown Neighbour-

hood Festival and from community
donations.
“It’s become an epidemic for us. It’s
great that we got that money from the
City of Sydney, but still a lot more needs
to be done for us to reduce the problem,
or you can say that Newtown will
change dramatically,” says Burns.
The swags, which cost the NNC $45
each, represent the final effort made by
the Centre to assist the homeless after
steps towards emergency, medium or
long-term housing have been exhausted.
NNC has also had to greatly increase
other services and time spent on dealing
with the homelessness crisis.
“The very last thing we offer them is
a street swag, but this is not a solution,
it’s not the answer. The whole reality is
that this is not what we want to do. We
want other solutions, but there are no
other solutions,” says Burns.
Rebecca Dudding, the NNC’s Community Development Officer, spends

much of her time trying to find homeless
clients emergency housing, which is
typically available for three nights only.
One problem she encounters is that
there is not enough crisis accommodation to meet the current demand.
“There are certainly days where
they’re absolutely full. Other days,
you’re lucky, but often on those days it’s
hours and hours of phone calls and waiting. They’d be pretty much at maximum
capacity all the time,” she says.
This lack of housing is repeated
across all levels, from emergency shelters, to medium-term boarding houses to
long-term, secure, low-income rental or
public housing. The shortage of affordable housing stock in Sydney, coupled
with the rising costs of living means
more people end up on the streets and
get caught in cycles of homelessness.
Burns and Dudding also said that the
people they are assisting are increasingly
not the stereotype we may envision

when we think of someone who is
homeless. More and more families,
students and workers are becoming
homeless. Burns said that the problem
is not being solved by governments and
hopes that communities will begin to
show outrage and force some change.
“It can’t keep going the way it is.
It’s affected too many people on low to
middle incomes, so hopefully that will
get more and more people angry. I think
it will soon affect people we all know,”
she says. “The crunch time for us is
now. We really need to do something.
One of the things we really need is a
full-time housing worker.”
Graham, a man who has been homeless around Redfern on-and-off for 15
years, agrees that there is a serious
shortage of affordable housing. He
hopes that governments will address the
issue after consultation with homeless
people.
“They should come down to grassroots level and speak to people here, you
know, on the street. Instead of sitting up
in offices and making all the decisions
for us. It’s not right,” he says.
Graham believes that high rents and
the current welfare system encourage
some people to remain homeless.
After rent and utility bills, he claims he
would be poorer if he rented a studio
apartment or boarding house than if he
remained on the street.
Doing so would also displace him
from the daily support network he
finds in his friends, who are also homeless. He cites his friends as the most
important and only positive thing in his
life. Without their support, he says, his
depression would engulf him.
Graham lists some problems he
sees for Sydney’s homeless people – a
lack of emergency shelters, especially
for men; lack of training to get skilled
employment; Centrelink payments that
are too low; inadequate mental health
facilities; police harassment and legal
problems; too few jobs; and the stigma
associated with being homeless which
makes jobs difficult to obtain.
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Telling the story shortly after it happened, 30-year-old Darlington resident
Ben Falkenmire was still unsettled:
“The problem is, we don’t know our
rights. I didn’t know what to do.”
Ben was leaving Redfern Station at
5pm on a dim June evening when he
passed a group of six or seven police
officers standing around a man lying on
the ground, ordering him to empty his
bag and take off his shoes. The elderly
man looked drunk, or high, and was
having difficulty understanding. Ben
stopped several metres from the group
and watched to make sure “everything
was okay”. Half a dozen people – with
or without a uniform – standing over
a half-conscious man made him feel
uncomfortable. It seemed his civic duty
to be a witness. A young constable
approached Ben and asked him to move
on. Ben objected – “I’m just watching, and this is a public space” – but
the policeman was insistent. “You’re
obstructing an arrest. If I have to direct
you a third time, I’ll arrest you too.”
Reluctantly, Ben moved on.
Months later, Superintendent Luke
Freudenstein listens to the story in his
TNT-Tower office. Such events, tensions
and misunderstandings are nothing new
in this building, but Redfern’s new Police
Commander, an advocate of community
trust and cooperation, looks concerned
nevertheless. Such stories don’t help

his cause.
“The first thing anybody should do
in a case where they feel a police officer
is not acting appropriately is to call the
duty officer at the police station, who
will investigate the matter as soon as
possible,” says Freudenstein.
Police are entitled to direct the public
to “move on” under certain circumstances, and can also search people’s
belongings if they are suspected of
carrying unlawfully obtained property
or drugs, however, without knowing the
specifics of Ben’s story, says Freudenstein, it is impossible for him to comment
further. He emphasises that police prefer
to speak to people than arrest them. The
more communication police have with
the community, he says, the better.
Serving as Crime Commander at Manly
Police, Freudenstein was instrumental in
helping the community to create and
implement a Code of Respect, which was
successful in reducing alcohol-related
crime in the area.
Freudenstein would like to create
something similar at his new command,
but knows the inherent challenges of
Redfern’s politically charged environment
can make trust hard to achieve.
“You can make promises, but you’ve
got to deliver. Community trust is a
matter of making yourself well known in
the local area. You’ve got to be available
to the community, to build a partnership
to reduce crime. I’m not going to make
outrageous promises, like there will never
be a police officer who’ll say the wrong

thing to you, that’s ridiculous. We’re all
human,” he says.
The idea of a Code of Respect is to
discuss the community’s concerns and
know where it perceives the main crime
problems to be. Nine times out of 10, says
Freudenstein, the community’s concerns
will coincide with those of the police, but
sometimes there are issues the police are
unaware of. Dialogue helps the public
know its rights and responsibilities, and
to understand why police officers may
react harshly in stressful situations; it
also fosters accountability.
After a successful trial period,
Freudenstein will now be Redfern Police
Commander for at least the next two
years. He was a little nervous taking
on a portfolio that included Aboriginal
issues, but he praises the local Aboriginal
community, and the leadership of
the Aboriginal Housing Company in
particular. “It’s a bit daunting for me not
having that much experience with the
Aboriginal community but so far that’s
the best thing that’s happened to me in
this job. If everything was as easy as
dealing with the Aboriginal community,
I’d be very pleased,” he says.
And he doesn’t believe gentrification,
or anything else, will push the Aboriginal
community off The Block. “I don’t think
that’s going to happen, and I hope it
doesn’t,” he says. Freudenstein has
never felt uncomfortable on The Block.
“They’re people I seem to have an affinity with. I enjoy speaking with them.
They love sport, and so do I. I think

Police Commander Luke Freudenstein Photo: Ali Blogg

that’s where our common denominator
is,” he says.
Freudenstein has been in the police
force for 28 years. Long enough to
become well acquainted with his own
strengths and weaknesses, he says. Last
year a Manly local magistrate found
him guilty of colluding with a fellow
officer in an attempt to “stitch-up” a
former colleague in 2005. Freudenstein
was subsequently subject to a police
investigation, which found he had
acted responsibly. Freudenstein believes
he acted in the right way, and says he
learned lessons from the experience that
he will pass on to younger officers.
Those who would like more information
on how to contribute to community-police
dialogue should ring the police station
(02 8303 5199) and ask about the next
Community Safety Precinct Committee
Meeting, to be held on November 13.
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Equine
activities in
Erskineville
Linda Daniele
Erskineville is being transformed
into a haven of horse activity for Art
& About 2008, the biggest free public
art festival in Sydney. Created by local
artist, Annie Kennedy, The Stables
project will celebrate, honour and
remember the rich history of horses in
the Erskineville area.
“The Stables will act as a counterbalance to our modern lifestyle and
remember a way of life that used to exist
in Erskineville,” Ms Kennedy said.
Not so long ago, Erskineville was alive
with working horses making deliveries of
milk and bread, selling clothes, rabbits,
wood and other household items. Some
residents kept horses, while Clydesdale
horses for Penfold’s stationers were
housed in stables in Union Street
when the area was first settled as a
working farm.
As part of Art & About, The Stables
kicks off with a free public celebration on
Saturday, October 11. The day will feature
giant horse projections that can be viewed
from Erskineville Road, as well as live
horses, and horse and cart rides.
The public celebration day also marks
the opening of The Stable Installation,

featuring video interviews with local
residents on their recollections of horses in
the area, projections and memorabilia.
It also marks the opening of the Clay
Horse Exhibition in Erskineville Road
shopfronts. In August, every house in
Erskineville was delivered a block of
clay with residents encouraged to make
a small model clay horse.
Ms Kennedy held a community
workshop soon after to help members
of the community craft their horses.
Thousands of clay horses were collected,
fired and will be displayed in shop
windows along Erskineville Road. Both
The Stable Installation and Clay Horse
Exhibition will run until October 26.
The Stables art project in Erskineville
culminates with the Procession of Horses
on Saturday, October 18. From 3pm to
5pm a procession of horses will meander
Erskineville’s back lanes to mark both
the return to and loss of horses from
the area.
“This new project will see public
spaces, shopfronts, streets and buildings
in Erskineville come alive with a
public art project linking Erskineville’s
colourful history and personal stories
to the wonderful community precinct
it is today,” said Sydney Lord Mayor
Clover Moore.

Against homophobic violence
Greens’ Five Point Plan

The
Stables
Events

Wendy Collis

Free Public Celebration:
Saturday, October 11, 6-11pm
The entire community is
encouraged to attend this
celebration with giant horse
projections viewed from
Erskineville Road; the opening
of The Stable installation;
live horses; and horse and
cart rides.
Clay Horse Exhibition in
Erskineville Road shopfronts:
October 11-26
Clay horses made by residents
and children’s drawings
displayed in shop windows on
Erskineville Road.
The Stable Installation on
Erskineville Road: October
12-26, 11am-7pm
An installation will feature video
interviews with local residents,
projections and memorabilia
referencing the horses and
stables of Erskineville.
Procession of Horses:
October 18, 3pm-5pm
A procession of horses through
Erskineville’s back lanes.
For more information on
Art & About events running
from October 4 to November 2,
visit www.artandabout.com.au

“It is a dangerous move to have
another policing force roaming the
streets,” says Greens Councillor
Irene Doutney, in response to Liberal
Councillor Shayne Mallard’s call for
100 “Guardians” on the Oxford Street
precinct as a means to address homophobic violence in the area. She likens
the notion to the City Rail guards who
currently patrol the trains.
“Anyone who travels on trains, and I
don’t believe Mr Mallard, who lives in
Potts Point, does travel on trains, and I
don’t think he realises what those guards
are like – they are intimidatory …so we
think it is a real dangerous idea, and
any sort of policing needs to be done
by the police who are trained to do it,”
she says.
The Greens have suggested a Five
Point Plan to address homophobia and
antisocial behaviour in the City of Sydney.
This involves: ensuring sustainable
development of entertainment precincts
and establishing a “saturation point”
for licensed premises in Oxford Street,
Kings Cross and the CBD; supporting
the enforcement of Responsible Service
of Alcohol and Liquor Trading Regulations; the reinstatement of the Police
Bus at Taylor Square; the creation of
“Safe Spaces”; and making the whole of
the City of Sydney into a “Homophobia
Free Zone”.
“We think the whole city should be
made homophobia free,” says Ms Doutney, regarding Clover Moore’s intention
to turn a couple of streets in Darlinghurst

into Homophobia Free Zones. “Making
… a couple of streets homophobia free
zones could even have the reverse effect
and attract people to it who would pick
on queers.”
Ms Doutney believes there has been
an increase in violence in general in
Oxford Street, and that this is due to the
surge in numbers of people coming into
the area such as drunken youths who
head to Oxford Street, not to attend any
particular venue, but just to mill around.
She sees a need for a certain sustainable
development in relation to the number
and style of venues created. She sees
Oxford Street as having now reached
saturation point.
“There doesn’t seem to be any selectivity of the types of venues that are opening
up on the street, so you get more straight
venues opening up along Oxford Street …
and they pack in a whole lot of guys.”
Another Greens suggestion is the creation of “Safe Spaces” on Oxford Street,
where Ms Doutney hopes local businesses
will provide their shops as places where
someone who has been harassed can go
straight into, use the phone, sit down if
they need to “and just sort of chill out
for a minute”.
“What we are actually allowed to do
once we get onto Council will be another
thing,” stated Ms Doutney, in relation to
the majority Clover Moore now holds. She
added that the Five Point Plan is a totally
reasonable set of ideas, and is hoping for
the necessary co-operation to get the ideas
implemented in some way.
Liberal Councillor Shayne Mallard
did not return phone requests for
an interview.

art
&
about
4–26 october 2008
Sydney’s biggest public arts festival
returns with an amazing program of events,
exhibitions, performances, talks and tours.
THE STABLES @ ERSKINEVILLE
11–26 October
A public art project celebrating the role
of horses in Erskineville’s history.
LAUNCH CELEBRATIONS
Saturday 11 October, 6pm–11pm
Erskineville Road
A free event featuring giant projections,
horse and cart rides and unveiling
of the The Stables Project, including
thousands of model horses made by
Erskineville residents.

ART & ABOUT ON
OXFORD STREET
Love TV @ Taylor Square,
shopfront installations and
performances and download
The Rock and Roll Walk of
Fame and Shame podcast.
OPEN GALLERY
A major retrospective
of artworks on street
banner poles.

SYDNEY LIFE
Large scale photography
exhibition in Hyde Park with
works by 22 of Australia’s
best photographers.
LIVE LANES — BY GEORGE!
Transforms laneways with
installations by Sydney’s
hottest young artists.

artandabout.com.au or phone 9265 9333
MAJOR SPONSOR

spat + loogie
new!shop on
Oxford Street

MEDIA PARTNER

PRODUCED BY
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An insider’s view of
Moore for Sydney
Caroline Pidcock
As a partner of one of the team
members, I have been privileged to
be a part of, and witness to, a great
campaign. It was well conceived,
planned and executed from start to
finish by an inclusive, enthusiastic and
well-organised group.
The campaign started early, as the
group understood the immense task
involved in getting re-elected and was
taking nothing for granted. A detailed
plan for all the existing and new team
members, supplemented by many loyal
supporters, to door knock the entire local
government area got underway in July.
Teams of people were well supplied with
brochures as well as paper for noting any
issues that people wanted to see action
on. The camaraderie between the members ensured the many kilometres traveled
were enjoyable and rewarding.
Fund raising, for those serious about
not allowing donations to have any

connection to influence, is a challenge.
However, we found a large network
of people from all walks of life willing
to participate in a range of small-scale
events. These provided opportunities to
meet with the candidates, discuss issues
of importance to the city and make very
modest financial contributions to assist
the team.
The day of the polls exemplified the
whole effort. Over 400 volunteers, who
had been trained and co-ordinated to
ensure the voters of the City of Sydney
were well treated and able to be given
any information and assistance they
might require, staffed 45 booths across
the city. Kits with everything that might
be required were dispersed to each
booth, and Clover and others visited
each one during the day to ensure all
was going well.
The result speaks for itself. The people
of the City of Sydney clearly appreciate
good people who are prepared to consult,
consider and provide leadership for the
benefit of the city’s future.

On the Liberal Party campaign
Ben Walker
It appears there is one strong trend of
the election: a decimation of the Labor
vote. Prior to the election, Labor had
three councillors on the City of Sydney
Council. They now have one. In the
booth of Darlinghurst Primary School
Labor received only 16 votes.
Unfortunately, from a Liberal point
of view, the annihilation of Labor has
not significantly translated into Liberal
votes, with only a slight increase from
the previous election.
The big winners from the campaign are
the Clover Moore Team, and the Greens
have an increased vote as well. In other
words, the disaffection with State Labor
has translated into more votes for Clover
Moore: she now has six councillors on her
team, up from five. In the City of Sydney,
for people who want to protest against
State Labor, thus far they haven’t seen the

Liberal Party as the main alternative.
At polling booths, the mood toward
the Liberal Party was reasonably positive.
I was at Bourke Street Primary School
in the morning and Green Square in the
afternoon, and, unexpectedly, no one
said anything negative to me regarding
the Liberal Party. The majority of people
either took all How To Vote cards or
none. Perhaps, since losing the Federal
election, certain individuals’ disaffection
with the Federal Liberal Party has turned
to disaffection with the State Labor Party.
As one voter said to a Labor volunteer:
“You can’t run the state, so how are you
going to run the city?”
As an interesting aside, there are
perceptions that members of the Liberal
Party are all socially conservative, which
includes unfriendly attitudes to gay and
lesbian people. Therefore, it was interesting to see a substantial proportion of
Shayne Mallard’s election party oriented
as non-heterosexual.

CITY OF SYDNEY ELECTION HELD
SATURDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2008
Result of Election
An election was held to elect a Mayor. I declare Clover Moore
elected as Mayor until the next ordinary election of the Council in
2012. An election was held to elect 9 Councillors. I declare:
John McInerney
Chris Harris
Meredith Burgmann
Shayne Mallard
Marcelle Hoff
Phillip Black
Di Tornai
Robert Kok
Irene Doutney
Elected as Councillors until the next ordinary election of the Council
in 2012.

Declaration of Referendum
A Constitutional Referendum was held.
The question was: Currently the City of Sydney is an undivided
council with no wards. Do you agree to the City of Sydney being
divided into three wards, with each ward electing three councillors?
The votes recorded are set out below:
YES VOTES 24,428
NO VOTES 33,796
Detailed results are available from the NSW Electoral Commission
website and are available for inspection at the Council.
Michael Nevin, Returning Officer for City of Sydney Council
Date: 23 September 2008

Information: www.elections.nsw.gov.au
or 1300 135 736
(TTY) 9247 3568 (text telephone)
For enquiries in languages other than English call our
interpreting service 13 14 50.

Kings Cross polling place Photo: Ali Blogg

A Greens perspective
James Diack
On Election Day I was working
at a polling booth in Ultimo. When
I arrived at 6.30 the booth was
already covered in Clover Moore
paraphernalia, in a distressing shade
of pale green. Clover’s “green” How
To Vote cards would be an ongoing
problem for us as the day progressed,
with voter after voter confused about
whether they had a Greens How To
Vote card.
The Clover Moore Party outspent and
out-mobilised other candidates. Understandably, it was harder to activate and

encourage our supporters to work on the
Council election than it was to get them
to help sack the Howard government – a
campaign many had been involved in
for years. The Labor party faced an even
bigger problem in the wake of the events
at State Parliament. Who would’ve
thought that, out of 12 people working
on a Redfern polling booth, there would
be only one Labor person?
Labor’s State Government problems
clearly translated into good results for
Independents and The Greens. In the
City of Sydney the Green vote increased
from 14 to over 18 per cent, ranking
second place and making us the main
opposition to the Clover Moore Party.

Several factors contributed to these
results. One was over six years of
campaigning on the corrupting influence
of developer donations – these issues
now have resonance in the community.
Another was the Labor Government’s
decision to give even more power to
the Planning Minister, coupled with his
developer-friendly approach to planning.
Finally, two successive own goals by
the Government in the two weeks
preceding the poll did nothing to boost
their chances.
James Diack has been the
Education Projects Manager for
the Greens NSW since 2002.

Inside Community Labor
Ross Smith
It was interesting being involved
in the ALP campaign for the City of
Sydney Council.
The manner in which this particular
campaign was run differed from previous
ones in that there was no policy platform
announced at the outset. Instead, the
individual preselected candidates concentrated on enhancing their personal
profiles in the “wards” which they came
from, whilst others canvassed inside
particular cultural sectors of the community. Hence the use of Community
Labor as a brand.

There was a decision made to not
wallpaper the electorate with posters
and banners, which due to their high
plastic content, are environmentally
unfriendly. Instead, there were many
street stalls held, but no Sausage Sizzles.
Information supply and opportunities
for conversation were considered far
more beneficial to the community
than sausages.
The normal ALP process of assisting
all people, regardless of their political
affiliations, to obtain a Postal Vote was
followed in accordance with longstanding policy. I rapidly became an expert
in opening letters, photocopying,
and processing.

Polling Day came around and fortunately the weather was good. Standing
around outside the Voting Booth handing
How to Vote papers to the people as they
arrived provided a most welcome opportunity to say “Hello” to people I had not
seen for a while and, in some cases,
catch up on gossip and socialise.
I must admit I did acquire a poster
and a t-shirt as mementos of a most
pleasant experience and opportunity to
help the community elect the councillors
of their choice to serve the community
for the next four years. I only hope that
the mandate given and entrusted to the
elected councillors by the community
is fulfilled.

Mixed reactions to Meredith’s Robocall
Kate Lamb
How did Dr Meredith Burgmann
manage to be in numerous homes of
Sydney residents simultaneously on
Friday night (September 12)?
Meet Robocall, an automated phone
call that uses a computerised auto dialer
and a prerecorded computer message,
sent by a telephone robot. Bill Clinton
used it to support John Kerry in his
campaign. John Howard used it in his
seat of Bennelong in the 2007 Federal
election. Both lost.
Candidate for Lord Mayor of Sydney,
Dr Meredith Burgmann, explains that
Robocall is used in countries where there
is the issue of no compulsory voting to
try and encourage people to vote. Of
course, there is compulsory voting in
Australia but there is generally a low
turnout in local elections, so Labor
thought, “Let’s get the voters out”.
Labor Campaign Director, Lesley Gruit,
said that Robocall is used to maximize
impact for cost ratio. She admits to not
having much funding, having no money

from head office or from the alcohol and
hotels industry. She said that Meredith
had been very clear and transparent
about this.
Ms Gruit could not cite the number
of homes that Robocall contacted on
Friday night, although strong Labor
voting areas were targeted. Robocall
was only a “minor part” of a campaign
which also involved pamphlets, letters
and door knocking.
Dr Burgmann’s Robocall message
received mixed reactions. Leroy Nguyen,
a student from Newtown said, “I just
walked away from the phone as soon
as she said ‘I am Meredith Burgmann
from the Labor Party’”. Susannah Boyd,
a teacher from Surry Hills, said that
initially she was glad as she thought she
was getting a reminder to vote. When she
realised that it was a political message
she thought that was a bit sneaky. She
didn’t want to be exposed to that type of
political advertising. Timothy Rollinson,
a musician from Rosebery, said, “As soon
as I heard it I realised it was telemarketing, which I am always suspicious of.
I hung up immediately. I object to the

idea of it”. When asked if she thought
the campaign tactic was an invasion of
privacy, Dr Burgmann thought it was “no
more invasive than door-knocking”.
There was a significant rise in the
number of voters this year. More than
50 per cent of local residents turned out
to vote, compared to only one in three
in the 2004 local elections. It is difficult
to measure what effect Robocall had on
the increasing numbers of votes, however
the results clearly did not favour the
Labor candidate for the position of Lord
Mayor. Dr Burgmann believes the results
showed a strong response against the
NSW Government, with swings against
Labor also occurring in traditionally
strong areas such as Leichardt and Marrickville. “People wanted to come out to
publicly whack the Labor Government
in the local elections,” she said.
Despite a convincing defeat in the
run for Mayor, Dr Burgmann still won
a seat as a Councillor. “I was always
the underdog,” she said. “Clover has
had four years of putting leaflets in
letterboxes with her photo on them, and
that is pretty hard to beat.”
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News
HAVE YOU HEARD?

THE FAST NEWS
WITH TREVOR DAVIES

I’m back!
Fast News is pleased to be back after a couple of months on the campaign
trail. I was an unsuccessful candidate for an unsuccessful team (Labor) in last
month’s City Council elections. It was an interesting experience, including the
preselection process. I will be trying again in four years time. Until then, it’s
back to work.

Broadway Police Station – more
The tear-out contacts slip, in the new City of Sydney Resident's Guide, includes
the phone number of the Broadway Police Station (formerly in Regent Street,
Chippendale). Problem is, that station has been closed for almost two years
and, for a number of years prior, was not open for general public enquiries
anyway. Council shouldn't feel too bad about the mistake. The Police have
only recently removed it from their website.

Sydney cyclists rewarded with a free breakfast
Sydney cyclists can score themselves a free breakfast on Wednesday October
15 from 7 – 9am at Hyde Park South, as part of National Ride to Work Day.
The City of Sydney and Bicycle NSW event will also include free newspapers
and magazines, stalls with information about cycling and the chance to win
a $500 bicycle package. By cycling to work on National Ride to Work Day,
Sydney commuters can join with thousands of others in discovering a healthier,
happier way to get to work. Counts conducted by the City of Sydney show the
number of cyclists riding in peak times on key routes into the City has increased
by 400 per cent during the past 10 years. The Harbour Bridge, Oxford Street,
Ultimo Road and Pyrmont Bridge have all seen large increases, with a four-fold
increase in cyclists on the Harbour Bridge since 1995.

Court order cleans up Newtown car wash business

New vision for “mission church” in Beaconsfield
Andrew Collis
The Anglican Church of St James
in Beaconsfield was established just
over 120 years ago as a “mission
church”, originally attached to the
former St Silas’ Waterloo Church.
It was transferred to the oversight
of St Paul’s Redfern and finally St
Saviour’s Redfern after the closure
and demolition of St Silas’ and the sale
of St Paul’s, now the Greek Orthodox
Cathedral on Cleveland Street.
The emphasis for St James’ has always
been an outward vision of service to and
within the community of Beaconsfield.
As a discreet living area, originally
of workers’ cottages surrounded by
factories, St James’ never had the means
to support its own minister but its people
have always faithfully worshipped and
served the local community with great
commitment and passion.
Its building has been one of the
few public buildings available to the
community in Beaconsfield and has
been used for a variety of purposes by
a range of users groups, from the local
branch of the Labor Party through to a
Line Dancing Social Club.

St James’ Church in Beaconsfield Photo: Ali Blogg

The vision for the small band of
faithful worshippers at St James’
has always been to serve the local
community and to offer its resources to
those in need. The spiritual and social
life of Beaconsfield would have been
much the poorer were it not for those
who over many years have given so
much through participation in the life
of this church.
In what is now the rapid growth
area of Green Square, there have been
fearful reports of the closure of St James’.
“Is this for real? Where is the vision and
commitment to a growing community?”

Spinifex – a Darlington
business at the cutting edge

The owners of a car wash cafe on busy King St, Newtown, will be forced to
stop trading, following a Land and Environment Court decision which ruled
the business does not have development consent and is negatively affecting
the lives of nearby residents. The court action was brought by City of Sydney
Council following ongoing complaints from local residents about noise, 24-hour
lighting, rubbish, signage obstruction on footpaths and traffic and parking
congestion. One local resident testified that even after moving bedrooms in
his unit adjacent to the car wash he still couldn't escape the noise. City of
Sydney Health Surveyors measured the noise from industrial car vacuums
being operated on site and found it exceeded the intrusive noise criteria
contained within the NSW Industrial Noise Policy. The premises on the corner
of Angel Street at 536A King Street, Newtown, has consent to operate as a
service station, but since October 2007 had mostly been operating as a car
wash cafe. Site works and signage were also carried out without approval.
Spinifex Photo: Ali Blogg

The rise and demise of Frank Sartor
While I was away Frank Sartor resigned as a Cabinet Minister. Frank started
his career in politics in Newtown as a community activist fighting in relation
to appropriate development. Fast News spoke to Bill Sheridan last month
and he reminded me of some of the history of the inner city and the former
minister. Frank published an inner-city newspaper called The South Sydney
Post and ran a resident action group. In 1983, it campaigned for road closures
throughout Erko and Alexandria – this produced much opposition from the
inner-city branches of the Labor Party. In 1983 he, along with people like
Bill Sheridan and Claire Vernon, was elected to the then newly merged South
Sydney and City Council which had 27 councillors. What was Frank like as a
progressive Alderman? His old mate Bill told of many calls happening at about
12am, asking Bill to do letter boxing. He was perfectly happy to go and do it,
no matter what time. Bill said Frank was always someone who would stand
by his mates. In 1987, the Council was sacked, and Frank, along with Clover
Moore, who was also a member of the sacked Council, campaigned against the
Unsworth Labor Government. Sartor also ran against Sandra Nori, the Labor
candidate for the inner-city seat of McKell. Fast forward to 2003. Frank became
the Labor Member for Rockdale and a senior Minister in the Carr Labor
Government. After last month’s change of Premier, Frank goes, and his career
seems to be over. A man that started as a progressive inner-city activist, some
would say, became an apologist for what appeared to be some of the worst
reforms to the state planning laws and planning decisions the state has seen.
However, since he left the Ministry, he has been quiet. However, on Thursday
October 9, at 6.30pm, Frank is taking part in a forum on “Community Activism”
with some inner-city activists. The activists are: Meredith Burgmann (City of
Sydney ALP Councillor), Kate Lamb (Willoughby Independent Councillor),
Jan Macindoe (President Willoughby Council), Gary Moore (Glebe Society
Director Community Services), Frank Sartor (MP for Marrickville).
Venue: Upstairs Function Room, Toxteth Hotel, 345 Glebe Point Road
Cost: $10/$5 Concession – raising money for East Timor Justice!
More Information: Kate Barton at katebarton3@optusnet.com.au

asks local businessman, Geoff Holt, in a
recent letter addressed to the Southern
Cross, the Sydney Diocesan magazine.
The Rev. Paul Dew, Rector of St
Saviour’s, insists that St James’ has not
closed. “The congregation had become
very small and decided to join with
St Saviour’s congregation, to mutually
encourage each other,” he says. “Both
congregations are small, but since
this move we have begun to grow
in numbers.”
“The move from Beaconsfield has
always had the commitment to a vision
to grow a sustainable congregation at
St Saviour’s that will be able to replant
a new congregation within that growth
corridor called Green Square, and hence
to return to St James’ with a sustainable
congregation.”
Mr Dew adds: “We have also been
having talks with the Anglican Retirement
Village, and the supply of a chaplain to
the new facility that will commence
towards 2011/12 in that area which
will enhance the opportunity to grow a
sustainable church there again.”
The St James’ building is still being
used by the community of Beaconsfield
f o r ve r y s i m i l a r p u r p o s e s a s i n
the past.

Ellice Mol
Technological advances in display
devices mean that LED screens can
match the height of an Olympic stadium
and wrap around irregular shapes
while beaming interactive content.
“LED screens are now more flexible,”
says Tracey Taylor, executive producer
for Spinifex, a locally based Design and
Communications Agency.

Spinifex generates 2D and 3D motion
graphics specifically for these “flexible”
screens. Based in Darlington it has
established itself in a niche market where
art and technology merge for use in the
commercial world. Recently, work the
company produced for the Beijing Olympics added to its list of achievements.
“Spinifex produced content that ran on a
14-metre high LED scroll that featured in
the opening ceremony,” says Mr Taylor.
The Silk Road, Marco Polo and Tai Chi

scenes projected on the rim of the giant
screen, were among the scenes produced
by the Spinifex team.
At Spinifex, a modest team of 45 uses
large screens as a canvas to deliver powerful messages. Most of the work is seen
on an international stage. It has produced
content for the 2006 Asian Games’ opening and closing ceremonies, generating
images for a screen 126 metres wide, as
well as creative media for sporting events
like the Rugby and FIFA World Cups.
Everything is produced digitally,
making the whole process economically
viable. However, Mr Taylor says one
disadvantage in working in the field is the
difficulty faced in file delivery. Spinifex
often transfers very large, high-resolution
files, electronically.
Yet the company remains at the
forefront of its field. “Not many people
are doing what we do,” says Mr Taylor.
“Plus, our technical understanding puts
us ahead of the other four companies
experimenting in the space.”
He says the future possibilities are
exciting. “It’s experimental, and it’s not
just about creating content to watch
but it’s fast becoming content that is
more immersive, and interactive for the
audience.”

Spanish community care
Phillip Fernandez
Despite the fact that the Spanish
language is the sixth most spoken
in Australia, there is a distinct lack
of facilities and programs which
cater to the largely ageing Spanish
community. The Spanish Community
Care Association (SCCA), since being
awarded a grant from the Sydney
City Council late last year, has begun
to dissolve the social and financial
barriers that have left many alienated
from the greater community.
The SCCA’s mission is to provide
support and social contact to the
disadvantaged, seniors and isolated
members of the Spanish-speaking
community in Sydney, as well as to

their families and dependents. The need
for such a service has been proven
by the successful registration of over
200 members in the Redfern-Waterloo
area in less than a year. According to
Maria Legaz, Chairperson of the SCCA,
participation numbers are expected
to continue growing strongly with
over 17,000 Spanish speakers living
in Sydney City and some 500 in South
Sydney alone.
The Association is run by a small
group of volunteers which meets from
11am to 4pm on Thursdays and Fridays
at the Factory Community Centre. In
order to combat community isolation bus
excursions, as well as events like birthday
parties and film nights, are organised,
providing many members of the Spanishspeaking community with a much needed

social outlet. The volunteers also make
regular calls and house visits to members
of the community, help with filling out
forms and applications, and translate.
For the most disadvantaged members of
the community, the Association provides
basic material goods, like telephones
and televisions, for a better standard
of living.
In the near future, the SCCA is looking
to hold health awareness seminars, and
is currently in the process of organising
regular domino and cards nights, directed
at senior Spanish-speaking men. In the
more distant future, Ms Legaz would
like to see a Spanish community nursing
home built to cater for the needs of
the many senior and disadvantaged
members of Sydney’s Spanish-speaking
community.
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Food sustainability
in Chippendale
Alex Mackenzie
Since August, Chippendale residents
and businesses have been buying their
fruit and vegetables direct from farms
within 100km of Sydney. On Saturday
October 11, they will showcase their
environmentally friendly approach at
the Food for the Future sustainable
food fair.
Most of us have no idea of the true cost
of the food we eat. Growing, producing,
and buying food consumes more than 40
per cent of our resources. A large part of
this cost is from transport – the average
basket of food in Australia has travelled
more than 23,000km before reaching
your kitchen.
Fair organiser and sustainability expert
Michael Mobbs believes that by linking
local producers and consumers directly,
and bypassing Coles and Woolworths, we
can enhance the freshness of our food,
cut fuel costs, and dramatically reduce

our environmental impact.
Not to mention saving ourselves some
money. Mr Mobbs has found that a
$25 food box from local farmers would
cost $52.90 at Coles, more than double
the price. “One of the fastest growing
costs for the average householder is
food, because food has the cost of oil
embodied in it. Oil is used to grow it
and transport it.” He hopes that the
fair will prove that buying food locally
makes sense economically as well as
environmentally.
As well as buying food from local
farmers, Chippendale residents are
growing their own. Fruit trees grow along
Myrtle Street, and nature strips have been
converted to veggie patches. On the day
of the fair, residents will plant more fruit
trees and plants donated by Sydney City
Council. Farmers and producers from
the Hawkesbury Basin will be selling
their wares from the back of trucks,
and stalls will be displaying all kinds of
local produce.

Michael Mobbs Photo: Alex Mackenzie

Mr Mobbs spent years making
his Chippendale house sustainable.
It produces its own power and water, and
reuses its sewage on site. But the effects of
this are “trivial”, he says, in comparison
with food sustainability. “With the fruit

trees we have planted in my street,
vegetables we grow in the nature strip out
the front of our houses, and by buying
our fruit and veggies straight from local
farmers, Chippendale has begun to truly
sustain itself and the planet.” He hopes

other suburbs will follow the example.
Food for the Future will take place at Peace
Park, Myrtle and Pine Streets, Chippendale,
on October 11, from 10am–4pm.
www.foodforthefuturefair.org

Piecemeal approach
to issues of domestic
violence
Ben Falkenmire
News the State Government has
allocated $12,060 to the Redfern Legal
Centre to educate female victims
of domestic violence is evidence of
a piecemeal approach, says a local
Redfern woman in the know.
Deputy Premier and Member for
Marrickville, Carmel Tebbutt, said the
grant money will be used to produce
a DVD to educate victims of domestic
violence about the police and court
process.
“To be shared with other community
support agencies, the DVD aims to
enhance confidence in the legal process
and reduce potential stress and anxiety for
women dealing with domestic violence
and the police and court process, as well
as support mechanisms and services
available for victims,” Ms Tebbutt said.
Jane, not her real name for legal
reasons, has suffered from the effects of

domestic violence for the past 25 years.
“This could seem like good news but it’s
nowhere near enough when it comes to
helping victims of domestic violence,”
she said.
Jane said the current system for
victims was inherently flawed because
it was vulnerable to bully perpetrators
of violence. From her experience, she
suggested police should carry DV referrals
which they can supply to victims.
“I didn’t know there were places I
could go, like refuges. The very first time I
saw someone, she said I didn’t have to be
putting up with the abuse I was getting at
home, but I didn’t know this. The police
didn’t even tell me I could renew my
violence order on my husband.”
“Let’s not accept that there’ll be a
future of individuals terrified of facing the
very system that is supposed to protect
them, when they have already been
terrified at the hands of someone else
more powerful than them in their own
homes,” Jane said.

The old South Sydney Hospital Photo: Ali Blogg

Hospital site “for the benefit of local residents”
Nicholas McCallum
There is much anxiety among
members of the South Sydney
community regarding the future of
the site where the now derelict Royal
South Sydney hospital stands. In June
this year, Lord Mayor Clover Moore
admitted that the Hillsong Church
had expressed interest in the site after
its DA for the former RTA site was
knocked back. Local residents were
concerned that the church would
possibly be relocated just up the road
on the site where the hospital once
operated.

The area concerned stands between
Joynton Avenue, Portman and Hansard
Streets in Zetland, borders the Green
Square town centre, and will have over
$1.7 billion injected into it over coming
years. Ms Moore stated that the money
is being spent on facilities for the local
community. Green Square is flagged for
urban renewal, but there is still concern
from the locals in relation to what the
future might hold.
Residents feel that aged care facilities
are rudimentary for the area’s future.
One commented that Council owns
the land and can do with it what it
chooses and that the Mayor’s triumphant
return to office in September has given

her a mandate to act in the interest of
locals. “Aged care use [for the site] will
be a gesture of good will to the local
community,” he said, adding, “Though
it is Clover, and it’s her town”.
There is a sentiment among South
Sydney residents that the City Council has
neglected them over the past four years,
and now urgent action is required.
Executive Director for the Inner Sydney
Regional Council for Social Development,
Pam Marsh, believes that the South
Sydney area is in desperate need of
an audit to determine what available
resources can possibly be used for the
benefit of local residents, not merely for
regular development. Ms Marsh believes

that the needs of the local community
should be placed above all else when
considering future development in the
area.
“People will be very upset if the former
South Sydney Hospital site goes to regular
development,” she said, adding that the
local community is almost destitute in
regard to localised facilities.
Ms Marsh commented that the
protracted closing of the hospital from
1991 until 2003 has failed to provide an
alternative in services for South Sydney
residents, with the elderly most affected.
“Sydney Council has not been very
accommodating and they are not dealing
with the population,” she said, “They

are at a huge disadvantage and things
should be better.”
The Mayor’s office has tipped that
it is favouring aged-care facilities and
affordable housing for the site. However,
a climate of fear surrounding it has
materialised due to the State Labor
Government’s pro-developer laws.
Currently, Sydney City Council is at the
mercy of limitations that are imposed
upon the site, and redevelopment will
need to adhere to its heritage restrictions.
The Mayor’s office has also predicted
possible new health and fitness centres,
a library and other community facilities
for family services to be developed at
the site.
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Doco filmmakers
expose Cambodian
land grabbing
Rani Lukita
In 2005, two soon-to-be documentary
filmmakers, Tim Frew and Greg Harriden,
found themselves on the path to exposing
issues of land grabbing in Cambodia. At the
time, Frew was involved in an eco-tourism
project with the Environmental Protection
Development Organisation (EPDO) based in
the southern Pursat province of Cambodia.
It was through this work, that Frew first
came to hear stories of land grabbing by
transnational corporations (TNCs). Within a
few months of being in the region, Frew and
Harriden had cemented a friendship with a
young Cambodian teacher, Mii, who came to
be their guide and translator as they traveled
across the country, documenting a myriad
of eyewitness accounts of land grabbing.
For the filmmakers, a turning point in their
spontaneous research process was coming
across the Community Legal Education

Center, which requested their help to do a
case-by-case documentation of trials involving
indigenous villagers fighting to keep TNCs
off their land. The common thread of the
stories featured involve the Cambodian
government granting large-scale and illegal
land concessions to corporations, which
would then force villagers off their land by
systematic intimidation and violence.
According to Frew and Harriden, the most
enjoyable element of this long endeavour was
the collaborative element of their working
relationship with Mii, who led each and
every interview and whose passion in getting
these stories out there is evident as we
accompany him from behind the camera.
10,000 Riel, Two Cases of Wine and a Silk Skirt will be
screening at 6.30pm on October 15 at UTS, $10/$15. It is a
fundraising event for AID/WATCH, a not-for-profit activist
organisation monitoring and campaigning on Australian
overseas aid and trade policies and programs.

Earthdance kick-starts
festival season
Saturday September 13 was Election Day in Sydney, and on one of the most perfect days the
city has seen this year people voted with their feet and on the Prince Alfred Park dancefloor,
as thousands flocked to the annual Global Earthdance Music Festival for Peace.
www.earthdance.org.au (Photos by Andrew Collis)
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The Reviews
Book Reviews
by Anthony Radford

Going, Going, Gone?
Animals and plants on the brink of
extinction and how you can help
Pan Macmillan

Going, Going, Gone? is a wonderful
and necessary book. It contains
emotive pictures of magnificent
animals under threat of extinction
around the world. These beautiful
images draw the reader in, creating
an emotional attachment and a sense
of kinship with our animal cousins.
The words then outline how the
animals are under threat of extinction.
They give the reasons for the
threatened extinction, which, sadly, is
most often linked directly to humans
through hunting or environmental
destruction and pollution.
This book is an excellent source
of information on endangered
species. It is divided into a series
of short, two-page spreads with
beautiful glossy photographs of
each particular species as well as a
short list of facts about the animal
and finally, and most importantly,
information about what the
reader can actually do to help.
Going, Going, Gone? would be an
excellent book for a young student
or anyone with a love of animals
and a concern for the environment.
It is an exhortation for people to do
something to save endangered species.

as breath. This theme flows through
the narrative in the actions of bored
and competitive young boys seeking
cheap thrills by faking drowning in
order to scare tourists. The boys later
use these skills to survive long holddowns by the massive waves they surf
with their hero, Sando. The central
character, Pikelet, is exposed to the
use of breath, or more importantly
the lack of it, when he is introduced
to dangerous sexual asphyxiation
games by an older woman.
In the novel, Winton builds a
tension between the calm monotony
of small-town life and the thrills
that the characters engage in to
escape from the mundane. Anyone
who has experienced small-town
life or thrill-seeking activity will
be captivated by this excellent
novel. The book, however, has mass
appeal, even international appeal.
Although firmly situated in coastal
Western Australia, the big wave
surfing could be set in any number
of places around Australia or even
northern California or South Africa,
that have small towns and stretches
of coastline pounded by big grinding
winter swell. Winton has even added
a sprinkle of international characters.
All the characters are damaged in
some way. They are seeking missing
parts of their lives or themselves.
This again means that Breath is
a novel with very wide appeal in
this country and others. We live
in a world where meaning and
satisfaction can be elusive and this
search for happiness and balance
is brilliantly and subtly crafted.
I highly recommend Breath to all
readers from all walks of life.

part of the national consciousness,
much like the Gallipoli legend or
Kokoda. Yibiyung’s story isn’t new
or positive. However, it bears telling
and re-telling so we can weave it into
the fabric of national consciousness.
Theatrically, there is naivety
in the writing. Dallas Winmar’s
script is simply told and linear in
its narrative. The acting is mostly
satisfying with a wonderful group
of Aboriginal actors bringing
life to the tale. David Page and
Melodie Reynolds are particularly
strong. The harrowing story is
made palatable for a mostly white
audience and has a fairytale quality.
The Aboriginal characters are
charming, endearing, victims of brutal
racist policies. The white characters
are variously hypocritical, neurotic,
bullies, inhumane and unredeemed.
Part of Wesley Enoch’s skill
as a director is to make this
uncompromising production easily
digestible for the non-Indigenous
audience. This is achieved through
a broadening and flattening out of
characterisations so that they appears
as “types” – not quite stereotypes, but
heading in that direction. Along with
Rabbit-Proof Fence, and the recent
triumph of Bangarra’s Mathinna,
comes Yibiyung, cementing the
genre of stolen gen performance and
literature firmly into the canon.
It is a welcome emergence and
Belvoir are well placed to support the
moral high ground this production
carves out. Yibiyung is a tentative
foray into the national debate,
post apology. It is a triumphant,
brave attempt that, despite
theatrical flaws, is as important as
watching the story of Christmas.

books@ssh.com.au

Theatre Reviews
by Jane Barton

Checkpoint Zero
Conceived by Assad Abdi and
Don Mamouney
Written by Don Mamouney

Sidetrack Theatre
24 July 24 – August 24

Breath
Tim Winton
Penguin

“More than once since then
I’ve wondered whether the
life-threatening high jinks that
Loonie and Sando and Eva
got up to in the years of my
adolescence were anything more
than a rebellion against the
monotony of drawing breath.”
This quote from the central
character in Winton’s latest novel,
Breath, points to the theme of life

Yibiyung
Written By Dallas Winmar
Director: Wesley Enoch
With: Miranda Tapsell,
Roxanne McDonald,
Melodie Reynolds, David Page,
Sibylla Budd, Jimi Bani,
Annie Byron, Russell Dykstra,
Jada Alberts
Belvoir St Company B

Yibiyung is a stolen generation
story, and one destined to become

Resource Performance
Workshops
Private Coaching Acting Workshops

Jane E Seymour
Actor & Acting Tutor
MA,unsw; BADA,uk; ARTTS Inter.,uk

• Shakespeare • Audition & Call-Backs • HSC

9799 2002

janeeseymour@bigpond.com www.rpworkshops.com.au

Checkpoint Zero is the kind of
theatre that Sydney desperately
needs more of. Controversial, robust,
insightful, with the potential to
provoke debate and outrage, this
is an hour and 15 minutes that
should have people abandoning the
comfort of their home entertainment
systems and heading out for a night
at the theatre. That’s because it
hands down beats any crap on TV.
Don Mamouney’s latest work
is a gripping political thriller that
unflinchingly exposes the human
side of the Palestinian/Israeli
conflict. Using satire, comedy, rich
characterisations, music, multimedia
images and traditional narrative,
this performance strips back
apologist politics and forces the
audience into the lived experience
of its characters. Confrontational
without veering into the distressing,
Checkpoint Zero is locally made
theatre at its best – entertaining,
thought-provoking, stunning in
its theatricality and audacity.
So it was frustrating to see a halffull theatre. The weird silence that has
accompanied this performance echoes
the silence of much of the debate

about imagining the possibility
of a “modern multi-ethnic, multireligious country able to sustain and
support both Palestinians and Jews”.
The questions that linger about the
nature of that silence are an answer
of sorts. Despite weathering claims
of Palestinian bias, Mamouney’s
script is realistic and sympathetic to
the cost of the conflict to both sides:
Palestinian desperation and Israeli
indifference, leading to an obscene
cycle of violence. The ensuing
degradation on both sides escalates
the terror that manifests as brutality
and grotesque violations of human
rights. The numb response from
mainstream media and the general
public to Checkpoint Zero is a
mirroring of the conflict itself.
theatre@ssh.com.au

Film Review
by Lindsay Cohen

In Bruges
Director: Martin McDonagh
Starring: Colin Farrell,
Brendan Gleeson, Ralph Fiennes
Genre: Assassins with hearts of gold
The title of In Bruges begs the
question: “What came first – the

title or the town?” Did Martin
McDonagh, the director and writer,
go to Bruges and look around and
decide “Hey, that screenplay of
mine In Leeds would work much
better if I staged it in Bruges,
especially with all those references
to mediaeval architecture”. Or did
McDonagh wander around Bruges
and get inspired? “Wow, this would
be a great place to set and film a
movie with a contrived plot about
assassins who really are good
guys beyond their sadistic choice
of employment. No one’s ever
thought of that premise before.”
Or, did McDonagh approach
all the mediaeval town councils in
Europe with the proposition: “Two
assassins are in a mediaeval town for
purely aesthetic reasons. One falls in
love and the other one doesn’t want
to kill the first one. There’s also an
American midget. But don’t worry
about the plot holes because I’ve got
some really fine actors to rise above
it all and deliver moving and almost
believable performances. It can
be a comedy or a violent thriller,
whichever you prefer. Or both.
So how much will you pay me to
film it here? I can even name the
film after your town if you like.”
Rating: Membership card
discount, two choc tops (one for you
and one for the other person you
got in cheaply), medium popcorn,
alcoholic drink (Belgian beer
ideally) and a waffle afterwards.
film@ssh.com.au

Photo: Supplied
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Death Cloud has silver lining
Eve Gibson
It’s hard to define the style of
Cloud Control. Jeremy Kelshaw,
bass player, loosely describes the
band’s sound as “a cross between
indie and pop”, and says that vocalist
Alister Wright listens to a lot of 60s
folk. Cloud Control hails from the
Blue Mountains, and is made up
of Alister Wright, Heidi Lenffer,
Ulrich Lenffer and Jeremy Kelshaw.
When I asked Jeremy why the
band chose the name Cloud Control

he suggested the band didn’t want
to have a name that gave too much
away, where someone could assume
too much about what they would
sound like or who they are.
Jeremy talks about how Cloud
Control writes the music: “It’s a
varied process for us. Sometimes an
individual will do all the writing but
normally one or two people start it off
and then everyone else adds their bits.
We don’t really verbalise what kind of
sound we want. We just have a sixth
sense of the direction our music is
going, rather than labelling our sound.”

Artist Profile: Cloud Control

Cloud Control started playing
together around 2005, and started
gigging around Sydney in the winter
of 2006. “One of our first gigs was
at the Sydney Uni band comp.
After that we were just trying to get
ourselves out there. We started playing
Monday nights and gradually got
gigs on Friday and Saturday nights.”
The new single for Cloud Control,
‘Death Cloud’, was recorded at Big
Jesus Burger Studio in Surry Hills,
live to tape. ‘Death Cloud’ will be
released on vinyl. Jeremy says they
are sharing the single, so one side will

feature ‘Death Cloud’ and the other
a song from the group Telekinesis.
500 copies of the single have been
pressed and will be available at Cloud
Control gigs. You can also download
‘Death Cloud’ from the iTunes store.
This download includes ‘Off Cut’,
as well as ‘Into The Line’ as remixed
by The Herd. The band is releasing
the next few singles throughout
the rest of this year with the album
due around April/ May 2009.
Cloud Control is thrilled to be
touring with Supergrass throughout
Australia in October. “We really

didn’t expect to get this gig,”
Jeremy says. “Our booker put in
an expression of interest a while
back and we only heard about it a
few days ago. We are really excited
about playing, and we heard that
Supergrass pick their own supports,
and the fact they listened to our
music was such a big complement!”
It seems for Cloud Control this
tour has come at a perfect time with
the ‘Death Cloud’ single out and
a new album due early next year.
www.myspace.com/cloudcontrol

Studio for artists and passers-by
Eve Gibson
Shopfront Studio, located at
152 Redfern Street in Redfern,
is a studio/gallery space
where local artists can create
and display their art. People
walking by get to witness the
creative process of the artists.

Creative activity at Shopfront Photo: Eve Gibson

This venture is a first for
Rachel Jacka, who decided to
open the studio to support local
artists who are trying to make

their way in the Sydney art
scene. Rachel says she wants to
“make a difference in the Redfern
community, and bring a bit of
colour and joy to people’s lives”.
The decision to open the
gallery has been a courageous
one for Rachel, moving away
from a career as an English, Art
and Drama teacher to follow her
passion – not only pouring all her
time and energy into Shopfront
Studio, but all her savings too.
The vision for the art space is to

share ideas and techniques between
artists. “I am trying to create a
place that is a bridge between
university and a commercial gallery
where people can create together.”
The studio is designed for five
artists to come together (beginners
or experienced) for 10 weeks,
all working independently in
the one space. This enables the
artists to share ideas, skills and
knowledge. The artist can choose
to have an exhibition at the end
of a 10-week session, or display

works as they are created.
Rachel is looking for volunteers
she can mentor to help develop
the Shopfront vision and to be
involved in the running of the
space. Volunteers need to be able to
staff the studio six hours per week.
If you wish to use Shopfront Studio the
cost is $250 for a 10-week session and
$250 – $400 for an exhibition space. For
more information contact Rachel by emailing
shop_front@hotmail.com or drop into the
Shopfront Studio.

Voices in community
Jane Barton
Sidetrack Theatre is 29 years
old. It’s an incredible feat for an
independent theatre company
that has remained true to its
vision – giving voice to the diverse
communities of the Inner West.
Based at the vibrant Addison
Road Community Centre in
Marrickville, the simple theatre
which seats a modest 150,
has gone through numerous
incarnations under the steady hand
of Don Mamouney, a veteran of
Australian independent theatre.
Along with Graham Murphy, Don is
one of the few people who have been
around nearly 30 years continually
creating and making theatre.
Don Mamouney started making
theatre in 1970. He met Henri
Szeps, went to see a show, was

excited enough to want to become
an actor so began training with
Hayes Gordon who brought to
Australia lots of contemporary
thinking about performance.
It was a time when political and
social consciousness began to
bloom in Sydney. The focus for
theatre and the arts included
a small band of actors such as
Hayes Gordon at the Ensemble
Theatre, Brian Siren, John Bell and
Richard Wherrett at the Nimrod,
artists such as Reg Livermore and
Max Cullen, and Henri Szeps.
Along with a new, exciting wave
of Australian playwrights who
together began to conceptualise
theatre as a political and social
act, Don Mamouney traveled
to the UK in 1976-77 and
came back full of ideas about
transforming community theatre.
Sidetrack was formed in 1979.

Don formed it along with Graham
Pitts, a writer who also had
enormous energy and passion for
contemporary performance and
theatre. “I suppose what I was trying
to do with Sidetrack was connect
that community cultural diversity
and avant-gardism … we swore
we’d never perform in theatres.”
The work was political. Themes
of Greek and Turkish migrants
working in factories. Works with
unions. Loco was a work made at the
Chullora Locomotive Workshops.
It was radical and heady stuff.
“Those days the energy for young
people was into theatre, these days
it’s much more dissipated. The buzz
that was around the Pram Factory
in Melbourne, that was the period
of new Australian dialogue, new
playwrights, Williamson, Hibbard,
an extraordinary flowering in the
Australian vernacular, and my thing

Shakespeare by Northcott
The Northcott Players (pictured) present ‘Shakespeare by Northcott’,
Monday October 20, 1pm, Belvoir Street Theatre, Surry Hills. Admission: $5.
Tickets at the door. All proceeds to the Surry Hills Public Tenants Association.

was: where are the other accents?”
Sidetracks work hasn’t always
been recognised – the work is
challenging, often collaboratively
made, in relation to communities.
But the one consistent that has
driven Don is relationships between
communities … and “a desire to
interrogate racism and see how it
operates under certain regimes”.
Throughout the ’90s Sidetrack
embraced post modernism, multi
ethnic languages, evolving and
morphing into experimental

Photo: Ali Blogg

An interview with Don Mamouney
Artistic Director, Sidetrack Theatre

theatre and running Contemporary
Performance Week. After some
big shows in Indonesia, Don
returned to his community roots.
The current show, Check Point
Zero, explores the relationship
between a young Palestinian
university student and a female
Israeli soldier. Set in the West
Bank, it investigates the mind
state of Israelis and Palestinians
and explores the possibilities
of the relationship between
the two. See Review – page 7.
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Runway apartheid
Andre Rangiah
Barack Obama has been labelled his
country’s first major party “black candidate”
and prospectively its first “black president”.
The US election has brought the relationship
between race and power to the fore of political
discussion and – along the way – has inspired
Italian Vogue’s editor Franca Sozzani to
produce the magazine’s first ever Black Issue.
The edition features over 100 pages
of black models combined with topics
that relate to black women in the arts
and entertainment. It sold out in the
US in 72 hours. For the first time in its
21-year history Vogue’s publishing parent,
Conde Nast, re-printed 40, 000 additional
copies. It has convinced many outside
the industry that fashion is transforming
and becoming more racially diverse.
This is not really the case. Despite being
the most influential fashion publication in
the world, Vogue does not set the agenda for
fashion. It is secondary, like all media outlets,
responding to trends, rather than creating them.
Luxury fashion houses, designers and
photographers innovate. They set the fashion
trends. Featuring a girl in their campaign
or runway show places that model in front
of media channels. Publications like Vogue
then position those models for public
consumption – mere messengers in the process.
There is a very cliquish attitude amongst
this innovative, trend-setting group. Thomas
Lenthal has worked with Yves Saint Laurent,
Christian Dior and Gucci. He said there
were only a dozen well-known designers,
directors and photographers. Karl Lagerfeld,

John Galliano and Muiccia Prada are
amongst a few that make up the head of this
clique. Change will occur when they decide
black models deserve equal opportunity.
Upon closer inspection, the issue of Vogue
is far from Black. There is a feature on
ex-supermodel Tyra Banks and a piece on
Ebony magazine, but between these pages
of editorial content with black faces, all
advertisements are filled with white models.
After the cover featuring four striking
close-ups of black models, the next 13 pages
of advertisements feature exclusively white
models. All of them Eastern European.
This is because fashion is founded on
white euro-centricity. Underscored by
the Enlightenment, the world was made
over to fit the intellectual, economic and
cultural requirements of Europe.
Colonialism has left indigenous people
with no voice. Communities have lost cultural
knowledge and means of expression. Their
battle is apparent in fashion. Take the journey
of the kaffiyeh scarf. Beginning as a sign of
Palestinian resistance, Balenciaga designer
Nicolas Ghesquiere poached it for his preppymeets-global nomad collection. Within months
the kaffiyeh was available in baby blue, fuchsia
and lime green – dislocated from its cultural
significance. Ask the next person you see
sporting the scarf about its meaning … silence.
The link between cultural appropriation,
as seen with the kaffiyeh scarf, and racial
discrimination in modelling, is tangible.
The cultural availability of indigenous
people to be dished up as the newest course
in the colonial banquet demonstrates the
overwhelming power of the dominant, as well
as ineffective intellectual property rights laws.

Model: Samantha Harris Photo: Charles Howells

17-year-old Aboriginal Australian, Samantha
Harris, is signed with leading Australian
modeling agency, Chic Management.
While the relatively fair-skinned Harris has
attained great success in Australia, working
as the youth ambassador for David Jones in
2006, Aboriginal models remain scarce.
Chic director Kathy Ward told the Daily
Telegraph that Harris is being primed in
Sydney for an international launch later this
year, with interest coming from Chic’s sister
agency in Paris. With the lack of diversity
on European runways whether Harris will

take-off, like fellow Australians Catherine
NcNeil and Abbey Lee, remains uncertain.
Vogue’s Black issue will not eradicate the
colonial attitudes rooted in fashion. But by
featuring black models wherever possible –
outside of advertising – the issue is a protest
song in photographic form and reminds
the fashion elite that beauty can be edgy,
soft, sexy and black. Phasing out fashionracism is not going to be a simple process,
but the revolution cauldron is bubbling
and the public is taking notice. And when
the pubic takes notice, change happens.
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Rich and filling
from start to finish
Scott Winter
Head Chef,
Domenico
Santopadre, is
one of those rare,
authentic Italian chefs in our city.
Santopadre holds passionately to
the original style of his native taste
buds (or mother’s pride), without
fusing or confusing traditional
cuisine with modern Australian
touches, like most others do.
Cheap and classically tasty
sums up this wonderful Italian
eatery, situated in the heart of
Surry Hills. If you are high on
the low-carb diet plan, then steer
clear, as it’s rich and filling from
start to finish at II Baretto.
We counted three unlucky
groups of diners who had to
wait in the pub over the road,
as every table was buzzing.
Although well known for their

famous homemade pastas I went
for the Chicken Cacciatorri.
It was okay enough, but your
best bet, when choosing here,
is to go specifically for a pasta
dish, like the classic Lasagna.
With its simple, hearty,
no-fuss approach, expert service
and BYO hustle-bustle, the
whole experience leaves you
imagining you could well be
somewhere in Tuscany. The outside
tables are perfect for sitting back
on warm evenings, or during
the afternoon, with a coffee,
watching Bourke Street go by.
One of the pioneers of the
no-bookings policy in Sydney,
it’s best to arrive early, or be
patient in anticipation of the
delicious, affordably priced pastas
and modern Italian mains.
Il Baretto
496 Bourke St, Surry Hills
Phone: (02) 9361 6163
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First correct entry received by
October 31 will win a mystery prize.
Send completed puzzle to: South
Sydney Crossword PO Box 2360
Strawberry Hills NSW 2012.
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Endowing health you said if damaged (7,3,5)
Resurrect a comic legend? Doctor Phil can! (7)
St. Elmo’s weird abuses (7)
No bed of nails for a professor of comfort (4,5)
She takes in polish (5)
A somewhat lavish allowance is superficial (7)
Proclaims this paper for one (7)
Mouthfuls of audio chips (5)
If a hotdog provides the key to trust… (4,5)
Part of timely cure said to be a strong spirit (7)
Agony or utter distress (7)
The seasons, tides and countless heartbeats (3,6,2,4)

Chickens are halfway stylish (4)
Galaxy spends unknown quantities for a celebration (4)
Cab bill eye heard about of epic proportions (8)
Plan chair tables to the board (6)
The relentless ticking of the clock (3,5,2,4)
A mid ship source of water balloons (6)
The black saint of Redfern (3,5)
Does Susy relate to Homer’s hero? (8)
Ledger describes an uncultivated expanse (5)
…but style defines finesse (8)
A flawed inquest uncovers old artifacts (8)
Level of pay determined by the odd wrangle or battle even (4,4)
Griffin traffic gridlocks rabble (4,4)
Discourage single mindedness at the outset (5)
See the coalition simmer with rage (6)
See 5 down
A modular apartment (4)
Two is as well (4)
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News cont’d
ADVERTISEMENT

Kristina
Keneally MP
MEMBER
FOR HEFFRON

Rees Government
slashes red tape
for Schools
Newly appointed Premier Nathan Rees last month announced
that he would overhaul planning laws to cut red tape in the
delivery of essential school infrastructure like halls and gyms.
I am pleased that Mr Rees has made this decision
so that local schools can get their facilities upgraded
without facing delays on planning approvals.
The Rees Government will invest $2 billion over this four-year
term building new and upgraded facilities for our schools.
By introducing sensible planning reforms we will see
some school facilities automatically approved if they
meet specified planning criteria and don’t impact
significantly on surrounding communities.
This can only be of enormous benefit to the students
in the Heffron electorate and indeed all of the
state’s 750,000 public school students.
As Minister for Planning I have instructed my department
to work on a more streamlined process for getting these
important school projects moving. The process will consider:
• Distance from a school boundary;
• Overshadowing of adjacent lands;
• Access and parking arrangements; and
• Noise mitigation measures.
Improving our public schools is a top priority for our
Government and its common sense to do everything
possible to ensure there are no unnecessary delays.
These reforms build on steps introduced in January this
year to simplify the planning process for schools.
The Infrastructure State Environmental Planning Policy already
exempts the Department of Education and Training from the
Development Application process when improving schools
with new security fences, awnings and rainwater tanks.
This is about making it easier to deliver real improvements
for students in the State’s 2,200 public schools – in some
cases eliminating unnecessary delays of up to 200 days.

Kristina Keneally MP
Member for Heffron
Shop 117, 747 Botany Road, Rosebery NSW 2018
Phone: (02) 9699 8166 Fax: (02) 9699 8222
Email: kristina.keneally@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Mabel Cheng and helpers Photo: Ali Blogg

By the light of the Chinese moon
Dorothy McRae-McMahon
Every year, the Chinese community
celebrates its Moon Festival. Obviously,
in China, this is an autumn festival,
as it is timed for the full moon which
appears in mid-September – rather
like the celebration of Christmas,
when a northern hemisphere winter
festival becomes translated into a
summer event in Australia.
Part of the celebration for the Chinese
community in Redfern/Waterloo is
hospitality for anyone who chooses to
come to a marvellous Chinese meal in
the Waterloo Neighbourhood Centre.
This year the ingredients for the meal
were jointly funded by the Community
Relations Commission and the Redfern
Waterloo Authority. The labour-intensive
preparations involved in the meal were
given freely by members of the Chinese
community, led by Mabel Cheng. Many
locals accepted this hospitality with
gratitude as they gathered around the
tables, chatted with each other and ate

the delicious Chinese food.
There are lots of stories around the
Chinese Moon Festival. They extend
over many centuries of Chinese life. This
is probably the earliest one, which goes
back to around 2170 BCE: “The earth
once had ten suns circling over it, each
took its turn to illuminate the earth. But
one day all ten suns appeared together,
scorching the earth with their heat.
The earth was saved by a strong and
tyrannical archer Hou Yi. He succeeded
in shooting down nine of the suns.
One day, Hou Yi stole the elixir of life
from a goddess. However, his beautiful
wife Chang Er drank the elixir of life
in order to save the people from her
husband’s tyrannical rule. After drinking
it, she found herself floating and flew
to the moon. Hou Yi loved his divinely
beautiful wife so much, he didn’t shoot
down the moon.”
Mabel Cheng remembers a later story
when she celebrates each year: “During
the Yuan dynasty (1280-1368 CE)
China was ruled by a very oppressive
Mongolian king. Leaders from the

preceding Sung dynasty (960-1280 CE)
were unhappy at submitting to foreign
rule and had to find a way of rallying
the people without being discovered.
Knowing that the Moon Festival was
drawing near, the leaders ordered the
making of special cakes. Within each
moon cake they placed a piece of paper
with a message about their plans. On the
night of the Moon Festival, the people
came out in support and the king was
overthrown. What followed was the
establishment of the Ming dynasty
(1368-1644 CE). Today, moon cakes are
eaten to commemorate this legend.”
On the night of the Festival, the
people look at the moon. If it is clear
and bright, they believe that the year
will be good. If it is clouded over, they
feel concerned for the future. They share
moon cakes with each other, sing and
party together and celebrate friends
and family.
This is a rich and beautiful heritage
which lies within the Chinese
community of South Sydney and is
generously shared with others.

Justice for fire fighters
Reem Al-Gharabally
A ruling by the NSW Industrial
Relations Commission has ended the
long and bitter pay dispute between
the Government and fire fighters. The
new pay deal gives fire fighters a 12.6
per cent increase over three years,
making it the biggest pay increase
awarded to public sector workers.
“The wage outcome is not as much as
fire fighters deserve, but it was as much
as we could get out of the Industrial
Relations Commission,” says Simon
Flynn, secretary of the Fire Brigade
Employees Union. “We got the best pay
rise of public sector workers in NSW but
we think fire-fighters and all other public
sector workers deserve much more.”
In June the Health Minister, Reba
Meagher, offered nurses a 3.9 per cent
pay rise to end their pay dispute and rail
unions were offered a 4 per cent increase
after they threatened industrial action
during World Youth Day.
“Thankfully, fire fighters do not
get called upon to pull people out of
buildings very often, but when they do
they don’t hesitate to go inside and risk
their own lives and the incomes and the

future of their families to protect the
community,” Mr Flynn says.
Brad Sly from the Redfern Fire Station
says the stereotype of fire fighters spending most of their time “sitting around
playing cards” was unjust. “It’s hard to
stay relaxed when you are a fire fighter.
We can have a really busy period and
then we can have a quiet period but at
any moment the bells go off and within
a few minutes you could be running into
a burning building,” he says.
Mr Sly has been with the fire brigade
for three and half years, stationed at
Redfern, and says he would like to buy
a house and start a family, but maintains
this would have been a struggle on his
previous salary.
“In the last year I have been looking
at other ways to bring money in. I know
we are not the only ones suffering but, at
the end of the day, we do put our lives
at risk every day and I think about my
wife and family.”
Prospective fire fighter, Darren
(not his real name), comments: “The
difficulty for me will come down to
the financial burden it will put on my
family, particularly during the 16-week
training period during which recruits
get $899.69 a week. This sounds all

right if, like most applicants, you are
young and single with no dependants
and no mortgage.” Darren continues:
“For me it means taking more than a
50 per cent pay cut which in reality
will mean having to sell my house and
either rent or move west to reduce my
mortgage repayments. Because the
training is full-time, five days a week
for 16 weeks, there is little chance to
earn any money through other means
during training. Almost all fire fighters,
irrespective of rank, have a second job
to make ends meet.”
The pay increase comes with the
added clause that 30 NSW fire stations
may temporarily close if the NSW Fire
Brigade could not find enough staff
to make up a standard crew. It is an
attempt to end what the Government
claims is an “overtime rort” by full-time
fire fighters when there is a shortage of
part-time staff. In the event of temporary
closure of the targeted fire stations,
neighbouring fire stations would answer
emergency calls. Mr Flynn says this
move is putting the community at risk.
“We don’t think that it is appropriate
that any of the fire stations should
close in order to save the Government
money,” he says.
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September
Thanking the Community
I would like to thank City communities
for their support and for recognising our
achievements and hard work during the
last four years.
We will continue our program of
comprehensive consultation to listen and
respond to the needs of all our communities.
Working cooperatively with all levels of
government and the private sector, we will
begin implementing our Sustainable Sydney
2030 vision and ensure Sydney is a world
class, sustainable city – environmentally,
culturally, economically and socially.
Over the next four years we will build
on projects already underway, such as
the Water Police site park, Sydney Park,
Paddington Reservoir, laneways activation
and construction of a safe and usable cycle
network. These projects are the result of
extensive community consultation and I look
forward to continuing the momentum.

Clover Moore and locals at the Redfern celebrations

Clover Moore MP
Lord Mayor

Celebrating Redfern Park

New public art in Redfern

On Sunday 31 August the City celebrated the opening
of the transformed Redfern Park which includes a new
children’s playground, trees, landscaping, an interactive
water feature and restored heritage landmarks. At the
opening residents were given a sneak peak at Redfern Oval with
guided tours inside the new grandstand. Once turf is laid and
given time to settle, the Oval and park will expand open space for
the Redfern community to 51,150m2. The oval upgrade includes
a state of the art sports field and grandstand with change rooms,
a kiosk and meeting room.

The City’s exciting public art program
saw new work the Bower by Milne
& Stonehouse launched in Redfern.
The interactive sculpture is based on
the bowerbird and its courtship ritual.
The artists, like the bowerbird, borrowed
items from members of the community
to help piece together their work. The
work is a culturally and visually dynamic
representation of Redfern’s character and
social fabric.

Business Awards
Danks Street
Festival
Australia’s 1st Carbon Neutral Council
The City has achieved the title of Australia’s first carbon neutral
Council – helping to deliver on its promise of making Sydney a more
sustainable city. The honour was achieved by voluntarily eliminating
unnecessary energy use, improving efficiency, using accredited renewable
energy and offsetting unavoidable carbon emissions. The achievement
coincides with a prestigious Keep Australia Beautiful NSW 2008 Sustainable
Cities Award recognising the City’s numerous environmental projects.

New Farmers Market now open
A new weekly farmers market in the square at Cook+Phillip Park
is providing residents and workers with a lively place to shop for
quality fresh produce and small goods. The launch of the Hawkesbury
Harvest Farmers & Fine Food Markets coincides with the City’s recent
refurbishment of Cook + Phillip Park Pool and St Mary’s forecourt. The
markets help bring the City’s Sustainable Sydney 2030 vision to life by
providing access to fresh local and regional produce. The markets are
open every Friday 10.00am – 2.30pm.

Now in its fourth year,
the Danks Street Festival
returns with more
entertainment, fun and
food than ever before.
On Sunday 26 October
you can help celebrate the
area’s diversity and vibrant
culture by heading down
for a day of live music,
gourmet and fresh food,
artists markets, exhibitions,
kids interactive area and
roving performers. The
event forms part of the
City’s Art & About festival
and runs from 11.00am
- 4.00pm at Danks and
Young Streets, Waterloo.
For information visit
cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/
whatson or call 9265 9333.

The fifth annual City of Sydney Business Awards were
announced at a special Gala Awards Dinner on 27
August. Small software company Atlassian was awarded
Business of the Year, while the new Lord Mayor’s Sustainability
Award went to COSMOS and G Magazine. The awards
promote and support the contribution of small and medium
businesses to our community, while embracing our vision for
a green, global and connected city. For information on winners
visit sydneybusinessawards.com.au
Image: Business of the Year Atlassian with Councillor John McInerney

Art & About 2008
Sydney’s biggest public
art festival, Art & About,
celebrates its seventh
year with a range activities
around the Oxford Street
precinct. From 4 – 26 October
the City will present this free festival by bringing vibrant
artworks, events and performances to city streets and public
spaces. Celebrations have extended to Oxford Street this
year and will include the interactive Love TV, performance art,
live music, gallery tours and more. The Danks Street Festival
on Sunday 26 October also forms part of Art & About. For
more information visit cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/whatson
or phone 9265 9333.

cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au
General enquiries and after hours assistance

9265 9333 TTY 9265 9276

council@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au

You can subscribe to a number of the City’s online publications at cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/subscribe
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Comment & Opinion
So, where does disability really lie?
Dorothy McRae-McMahon
Obviously, the great people who
participated in the Paralympic Games
can be named as those who carry
a level of disability within their
lives. Every day, they struggle
in ways which most of us never
experience and their achievements
are made at a cost which few of
us would be prepared to pay.
Some of us watched as much of
their activities as we could on ABC
1 and ABC 2, then waited eagerly for
the reports of the great work by these
women and men to be recognised in
the print media the next day – just
as happened during the Olympic
Games. So, where was the coverage?
We finally found it, mostly in brief,
well into the pages of the sports section.
It came after the football, of course.
We looked for photos of our
winners on front pages, as we came
to expect for our Olympians. Where

were they? Why weren’t they there?
Let’s face it. The commercial
television and the mainstream print
media almost certainly do their
research and decide what interests
us most and therefore what will
gain them advertising revenue. The
fact that they did not bid to take up
the coverage, and relegated news to
less prominent places, tell us that
we respect the mainstream Olympic
athletes more, especially those who
look glamorous. Most certainly these
athletes are rewarded by more financial
support when training, and many more
sponsorships after they are successful.
What does this say about our
values as a nation? If we prepare a
document for our immigrants to read,
what would we say? We are a people
who celebrate and reward our elite
sportspeople with publicity, applause
and money. Those athletes who
compete in spite of physical disabilities
are down the list in terms of being
valued. Is that who we are and what

Wards or no wards?
John August
At the recent Council elections,
the people of Sydney rejected
the restoration of any system
of wards which would have
given them the opportunity to
select councillors who related
to their own particular area.
Andrew Woodhouse, of the Potts
Point Conservation Heritage Society,
says: “Wards may give particular,
localised interests a more powerful
voice, but only if councillors are part
of the majority or can persuade the
majority to their point of view in key
decisions. Otherwise, they are a voice
in the wilderness, with their local
constituents’ interests bypassed.
“A ward system can lead to urban
neglect and exploitation, 'robbing
Peter to pay Paul', coupled with
blatant political cronyism. Councillors
'trade' support, voting for motions
which enhance a ward other than
their own as a quid pro quo for
supporting their own motions, or
to pay back those who bank-rolled
their local campaign. Considering the
collective interest becomes irrelevant.

READERS’
LETTERS
Tent dwellers on
Waterloo Green?
The SSH September edition front-page
article headed ‘The sorry state of public
housing’ referred to the Housing NSW
tenants at Waterloo Green. This may well
have been of a prophetic nature and not
a typographical error. The combination
of the current HNSW new fixed-term
tenure model and their maintenance
system could well cause the prophecy
to be fulfilled.
The only shelter that a former HNSW
tenant could afford in the Waterloo area
would be a tent purchased at K-Mart’s
Outdoor Goods section and then used
to camp on Waterloo Green. This would
at least be in line with HNSW’s current
strategy of increasing community usage
of the Waterloo Green, as endorsed by

Everyone is worse off eventually.”
In contrast, Dr Meredith Burgmann,
Labor Councillor, is relaxed about
wards, but supports them as a way
of enhancing local representation –
How can one person can span the
whole breadth of Sydney? “Without
wards, genuine Independents are
marginalised – in favour of party
representatives and Independents
with an effective party machine
behind them. We have 160,000 voters
with nine councillors. You need
about 18,000 votes. With a good
regional base you could become
elected now, but in a ward of 53,000
people, you could campaign much
more easily for the required votes.”
What, then, is "regional
representation"? An interest that
respects other interests and the
broader city interest – which is
valid to communicate through a
local representative – or is it just
a narrow, selfish, parochial and
self-serving interest? And if there's
a problem with democracy in the
City of Sydney, what is it? That's
difficult to understand – for people
invariably claim that what is in their
interest is also the broader interest.

the Waterloo Green Action Plan. I am
not sure if the First Home Owners grant
would be applicable.
If a HNSW tenant was forced to
become a tent dweller due to the flat they
rented from HNSW becoming unfit for
habitation due to a lack of maintenance,
that would put further pressure on the
campsite capacity of Waterloo Green.
The length of occupancy of the campsite
would be determined by the long overdue
and yet to be released Redfern Waterloo
Authority’s Built Environment Plan phase
two, which deals with the redevelopment
of the Waterloo Housing Estate, which
includes Waterloo Green.
Congratulations for commenting on a
subject of interest to many residents of
the area – the standard of their housing
– and for the open manner in which
you did so.
Ross Smith
Waterloo

Cartoon: norrie mAy-welby

we value in the land of the “fair go”?
If it is, we might reflect that there are
many forms of disability. One type is
physical disability, which has obviously
called forth in our Paralympians
amazing courage and commitment – in
fact the sense of their having a disability
fades in terms of the way we might
perceive them if we actually watch
them. On the other hand, our response
to these efforts as a community
suggests that we ourselves have another
form of disability. Our hearts and souls
carry a disability, as we are wounded
by values which show disrespect for
others and obsessions with glamour
and very selective forms of success.
The “disabled” Paralympians
could well teach us much and lead
us towards appreciation for all sorts
of people who struggle against the
odds, survive and add to our life.
Front page photo: Serena Corporate Photography
L-R Matt Cowdrey, Rick Pendleton, Ben Austin
and Peter Leek celebrate their gold medal win.

SOUTH

SYDNEY

ENVIRONMENT

Blue tongue lizards breach licensing laws
Anna Christie
It all started at a
dinner party a few
years ago, when
a friend was describing the
luscious bounty of vegetables he
was growing in his backyard.
Enviously, I asked, “How do you
manage the slugs and the snails?”
These critters had long been my
enemies. I had tried – and failed
– many times to keep them away
from my basil, lettuce and other nice
things I was attempting to cultivate
in my terrace backyard – you know,
putting out jars of beer, etc. (I didn’t
use poison, as I am violently against
the use of over-the-counter toxics.)
“Oh, that was easy,” he said,
“The blue-tongue lizards love them.
Snails are their favourite food.” That is
when the little bell rang in my head
… why couldn’t I have a blue tongue
lizard or two in my backyard too?
The difference between me and
David is that his backyard, like many
in suburban Sydney, is a rambling
place where the blue-tongues naturally
live and hide as they did long before
we built suburbs over their habitat.
To buy a native lizard, I would have
to purchase a licence from the NSW
Department of Environment and
Climate Change. That would mean
following the licence conditions,
which make the owner of the
lizard responsible for its welfare.

No resolution on
noise pollution
Re s i d e n t s n e a r t h e Au s t ra l i a n
Technology Park who suffer from the
noise generated by late-night events
went to the Liquor Administration Board
because their numerous discussions with
the RWA bore no fruit after some years.
(These residents live on both sides of the
railway line).
The noise of which they complained
comes from social functions which could
be held in a number of other venues in

My next-door neighbour also
wanted a blue-tongue. We decided
we would buy a couple of infant
lizards and build a pen for them in
the backyard until they were old
enough and big enough to fend for
themselves. Duly we visited a licensed
reptile seller and bought the six-weekold babies. I could go into detail about
the fate of that little creature, half-pet,
half-wild-animal, who escaped from
his pen by surreptitious means and
took residence in a small “cave” where
later I saw a rat enter. Apparently
rats like to eat small lizards like
Hunter, and he never re-emerged.
After a period of mourning, and
defying my husband’s refusal to go
through the whole episode again, I
contacted a lovely young man from
Sutherland way, a kind of urban
wildlife warrior who had rescued
some blue-tongues that had been
maimed by a dog. Fully-grown, these
lizards would have survival skills that
Hunter did not. I did not declare my
acquisition of Stumpy and Tumpy to
the Department of Reptile Licensing.
Lizards are solitary and territorial,
so it was not long before Tumpy
had been forced out and found
living in a neighbour’s yard,
having squeezed through some
minute cracks on the boundary.
Tumpy was relocated to a house
in William Street, Redfern, where
he has disappeared into the long
grass at the bottom of the garden.
Actually Tumpy hasn’t been seen

the Redfern-Waterloo area, or in other
parts of the city.
Following a recommendation from
the Liquor Administration Board that
the noise from the functions should
be monitored from the homes of the
affected residents if they so requested,
the residents were delighted. However,
the RWA has chosen to brief expensive
legal representation to fight the decision.
It is pretty ironic that the Authority would
use the residents' own tax money to
fight them in a very expensive process
which it knows residents cannot afford

this spring, and may have migrated
to another house in the area.
I am now planting herbs and
salad greens again, confident that
Stumpy the lizard will be there
to eat any slugs, snails or slaters
that try to attack my crops.
Soon the two-year licence will
expire, and I do not propose to
renew it. This is the kind of situation
that defies the licensing system.
Stumpy is a native animal, and
he lives happily foraging for insects
in my small garden. He is selfsufficient but I give him fresh water,
and occasionally a treat – perhaps
a chunk of meat, or some fruit.
It’s more to satisfy my nurturing
urges than for his nutrition. He is
more of a wild animal than a pet.
As for Tumpy, residents of William
Street and Pitt Street, if you ever
see an adult blue-tongue lizard with
four toes missing from one paw, be
kind. Keep your dog from hurting
Tumpy, he or she has had a tough
life. And whatever you do, don’t
use snail pellets. If you create a
nice habitat, Tumpy might stay and
guard your vegetable patch too!

If you would like to suggest environmental
issues in South Sydney that need investigation,
please contact Anna Christie by email:
environment@annachristie.com.au

on their own.
What happened to the idea that
tax payers pay for facilities to better
their lives, not to have their evenings
disrupted?
Kyran Lynch
Alexandria

Email letters to : editor@ssh.com.au
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Features
None like Rough Edges
Peter Whitehead

T

here are a lot of cafes in
Darlinghurst, but none
like Rough Edges. Open
Wednesday to Saturday nights,
it has a quirky décor begged and
borrowed from last century’s colour
palette. The furniture is fashionably
mismatched and thoroughly preloved. A vibrant variety of artwork is
pinned to the walls – all created by
those people who make this place a
comforting home away from home,
or homelessness for some.
The approach to Rough Edges is
choked by smokers from the adjoining,
and eminently salubrious, Victoria
Room. It is after 10pm and, in the
well-lit upper room, more than a dozen
folk are chatting happily in small
groups. One includes Laurie Besant,
the Community Outreach worker
who is the boss here. Some weeks
ago he briefed me on the challenges
of this venue where he is assisted by
Jane French, Community Services
Coordinator, and Wayne Palmer, a
Community Assistance worker.
This place is resolutely drug free,
apart from coffee and tea served from
a counter where, tonight, there is also
a range of food given by Govinda’s, a
nearby vegetarian restaurant. Laurie

reckons the regulars are dead set
against anyone fronting the worse for
wear from drugs or alcohol.
First established a couple of blocks
away under The Crossroads Theatre
behind St Peters Church, in 1996 the
café moved to St Johns in Victoria
Street, where, now, as the Rough Edges
website wryly notes, “We let them use
the hall above the café”.
Down half a dozen stairs from the
first room is another about the same
size with a dining table and loaded
bookshelves. In the corner to the right,
near the closed office doors, a lively
game of Five Hundred is in progress.
These are not the luxury car-taxconcerned café set here. This place
caters for those who may be refused
service elsewhere.
A voluble young girl sits down next
to me, curious about my note-taking.
She says I can interview her but she
will not give her name. She tells me
that most of the others here are taking
courses and very few are unemployed
and how she has been accepted into a
course at NIDA but she is not sure she
wants to go there.
“Seven hearts.”
“Eight diamonds.”
“Open Misere.”
This is a community centre for
people awkward among the righteous
community of the well-groomed and

well-heeled – “… and then I punched
the guy for calling my sister a slut!”
ends a story at the card table.
The philosophy underpinning Rough
Edges is that of Restorative Justice
which “confronts and disapproves
of wrongdoing while supporting and
valuing the intrinsic worth of the
wrongdoer”. Or, in other words, as
Laurie agrees during a chat on the
way out at closing time – 11pm – the
message of Christ and the New
Testament. These are good, happy
people in this off-beat community
centre.
“Is that suede?” asks a bloke with
a bandaged hand who was playing
cards.
“Yeah, I think so, I got it second
hand,” I mutter of my jacket.
“Nice. Be careful of the rain.”
“Thanks. I saw that episode of
Seinfeld too.”
He smiles broadly as he passes into
the street.
For the past six months a lack of
volunteers has left the café closed
most Friday nights. Any help would be
greatly appreciated by the dedicated
few that keep this extraordinary
endeavour afloat. Or just drop by one
evening for a cuppa and a chat.
Contact the St Johns church office: 9360
6844 or secretary@stjohnsanglican.org.au

Laurie Besant at Rough Edges Photo: Ali Blogg

Shane Phillips with deck hands April Keys and Tim Gray Photo: Ali Blogg

Feeling proud of who you are
Sarah Malik

S

hane Phillips smiles genially
as he gestures for me to take
a chair. As CEO of the Tribal
Warrior organisation, delegate to
the Prime Minister’s 2020 summit
in Canberra, and coach of the
Redfern All-Blacks, the community
activist and life-long resident of the

The Block is notoriously self-effacing.
Tribal Warrior is an independentlyfunded Indigenous youth employment
and development program based in
Redfern. A grass-roots organisation,
run and managed through elders in
the community, it trains over 700 crew
members for maritime work every year.
Phillips, who grew up on The

Block, remembers how difficult it was
growing up black with little positive
reinforcement at school or in wider
society. “But at night I’d hear all the
great stories. My parents were grounded,
tried, made mistakes, maintained
survival. They were honest – it was
tough out there, but positive.”
It was that emotional investment
which inspired Phillips to become

an achiever and contribute positively
to help his community.
“All of us have a role to protect and
build community. It is not the Koori
thing to just care about yourself, because
community affects everyone,” says
Phillips. “I was lucky to come from
a family who talked about the great
Aboriginal role models, in politics and
sport … If you believe in the good things

black people have done, if you think you
can do it too, you can be a contributor.”
Phillips believes that building that
sense of confidence and self-worth
is an essential part of Indigenous
empowerment. “A lot of kids are
made to feel inferior … we’ve got to
promote the value and importance
of the Aboriginal people and the
importance of feeling proud of who you
are,” he says. “It’s easy for kids to be
angry. But that anger is our enemy.”
It is this philosophy that is used
in Tribal Warrior training programs
which focus on developing skills and
self-sufficiency. “It might be simple
things like learning about work ethic or
completing a task. If anyone can gain
a sense of worth from it, people start
to reinforce their sense of belonging
and self worth,” says Phillips.
It is these small things Phillips says
that can have a big impact. “I see
people come through with heroin and
ice addictions, family problems, etc.,
who come to realise they have always
been worth something and become
leaders in their communities.”
One of the key successes of the
program is the mentoring required
from former graduates of the program,
which allows young people to see
role models who have come through
similar experiences and succeeded.
“We can all relate [to their issues] and
can create pathways and show that
we are there for them,” says Phillips.
The best part of the job, he says,
is watching people change their lives
around with a renewed sense of their
own purpose and dignity. “I saw
people who would not look people
in the eye, who with non-Aboriginal
people would feel inferior. I see these
same people articulating their own
circumstances. These guys have
become mentors and role models.
That is what just blows me away.”
To book a cruise or charter on the Tribal
Warrior, or to make a donation, visit www.
tribalwarrior.org or call (02) 9699 3491.
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Community Notices & Advertising
SSH advertising works: "Since our ad has been in the SSH, it's been phenomenal. It has really raised our profile in the community.
Interest has increased ten-fold from the old way of letterbox dropping." Wayne Blindeman, Food Distribution Network, Waterloo

food distribution network

home delivery of low-cost fresh fruit & vegetables
The Food Distribution Network is a not-for-profit organisation
that delivers boxes of fresh and inexpensive fruit and vegies to
older people, people with disabilities, people living with HIV/AIDS
and carers who live in the City of Sydney and need assistance
living independently at home. For $9 you can have a box of
6-8kg of fruit and/or vegies delivered to your door each week or
fortnight. Please call 9699 1614 or e-mail enquiries@fdn.org.au
for more information. These services are funded by the Home and
Community Care programme and the AIDS Trust of Australia.
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WHAT IS HAPPENING IN
REDFERN WATERLOO?
Get the latest from www.redwatch.org.au
email turnbullfamily@stassen.com.au for free email updates
or call Geoff on 9318 0824

24/7 access to cars parked nearby

Sydney and Mvelbourne

1300 769 389

www.goget.com.au

BABANA

The Pemulwuy Project now on exhibition
Uniting Churches

Aboriginal Men’s Group
New members welcome!
BABANA was formed by local Aboriginal men in early 2006 to provide
Aboriginal men with opportunities
to network, discuss issues affecting
local men, meet other Aboriginal
men’s groups and do projects
which benefit the Redfern-Waterloo
community.
Please phone Mark Spinks if you
would like to volunteer with us.
Community members are helping
to develop a Babana website:
www.treocom.net/babana
Contact: Mark Spinks

9243 3546

Pepsee
CUT & COLOUR SALON
Style cuts for a great
price for everybody
276 ABERCROMBIE ST
DARLINGTON

9310 4927

South Sydney Uniting Church
56a Raglan St Waterloo
Worship (Eucharist) 10am Sunday
Bible Study/Discussion
Advent/Xmas preparation
7pm 16/10, 20/11
Rev Andrew Collis 8399 3410
Welcoming people of all ages,
cultural backgrounds, sexual
orientations and identities. Peace
with justice, integrity of creation.
Glebe Cafe Church
Cnr St Johns & Cambourne Sts Glebe
Gathering Sunday 7pm
Free For All/Eight O'Clock Sharp
Music nights Thu 8pm
Steph Gesling 9518 9413
Tongan Uniting Church
(South Sydney)
Worship 1pm Sunday
Mid-week service Friday 7-8pm
Ps Sione Hau 0431 144 247
Newtown Mission
280 King St Newtown
Worship 9.30am & 6pm Sunday
Rev Ps Doug Clements 9519 9000
Paddington Uniting Church
Oxford St Paddington
Worship 10am (1st Sunday of the month)
& 7.30pm Sunday
Church Office 9331 2646
Pitt Street Uniting Church
264 Pitt St, Sydney
Worship 10 am Sunday
& 6 pm (2nd and 4th Sundays)
Rev Ian Pearson 9267 3614
Wayside Chapel
29 Hughes St Potts Point
Worship 10am,
Bible Study 5pm Sunday
Ps Graham Long 9358 6996

September 24 – October 24
The Aboriginal Housing Company Ltd seeks approval for a concept plan for the
redevelopment of the site known as 'The Block', for a mix of residential, commercial,
retail, cultural and recreational uses. The concept plan application covers land uses,
density, building locations and envelopes, building heights (3 to 5 storeys), vehicular
and pedestrian access from Lawson Street, open space and landscaping, and staging.

Exhibition locations:
• D epartment of Planning, Information Centre, ground floor,
Lands Building, 23-33 Bridge Street, Sydney
• City of Sydney Council, Level 2, Town Hall House, 456 Kent Street, Sydney
• City of Sydney Council, Redfern Neighbourhood Centre, 158 Redfern Street, Redfern

Tanya Plibersek MP
MEMBER

In 1972 Gordon Syron began
serving a life sentence for killing
a white man who stole his
family's land, and it was there in
prison that he learned to paint. "I
paint about my life experiences
and the things that I care most
about ... Aboriginal people have
been left out of history and the
white man has documented what
their view is, and now it is our
turn to correct it and put in the
Aboriginal perspective."
Hear Syron speak about his new
works which will be offered
for sale at Humanist House,
Shepherd Street, Chippendale
(www.hsnsw.asn.au).
www.pentateuch.com.au/
gordonsyron
blackfellasdreaming.com.au/
judgmentbyhispeers.html

www.planning.nsw.gov.au/asp/major_projects.asp

FEDERAL

Humanist House,
Chippendale
October 12,
4-10pm

FOR

SYDNEY

and
blackfellasdreaming.com.au/
paintings.html.

I am your Federal Labour Member of Parliament for Sydney,
which includes Alexandria, Beaconsfield, Chippendale,
Darlington, Erskineville, Newtown, Redfern, Surry Hills,
Waterloo and Zetland. Please contact my office for
assistance with any Federal government matters – such as
Centrelink, immigration and medicare. I can also provide a
voice for your community organisation and make
representations to Government.
Please don’t hesitate to contact my office: tel: 02 9357 6366 fax: 02 9357 6466
422 Crown St, Surry Hills NSW 2010 Office Hours: 9am -12:30pm & 1:30-5pm weekdays

Clover Moore MP
State Member for Sydney
I represent the residents of the Sydney electorate in the NSW Parliament which covers Surry Hills,Centennial Park,
Chippendale, Ultimo, Pyrmont, Miller’s Point, The Rocks/Dawes Point, The CBD, East Sydney, Darlinghurst,
Woolloomooloo, Kings Cross, Potts Point, Elizabeth Bay, Rushcutters Bay, Paddington, small parts of Woollahra and
Edgecliffe west of Ocean Street and a small part of Kensington bounded by Anzac Parade and Abbotford Street.
I work with my constituents to make government and bureaucracies accountable, empower the community,
ensure social justice for individuals, and protect the urban and natural environments.
Contact my office to talk about your ideas or concerns or if you need help with NSW Government matters.
Tel 9360 3053, drop in to 58 Oxford Street, Paddington, fax 9331 6963, or email sydney@parliament.nsw.gov.au
Subscribe to my free weekly Clover’s eNews, an email bulletin to inform the community about important issues,
events and campaigns. Check my website for more information: www.clovermoore.com

Partner with the SSH
and 30,000+ readers
who are:
- savvy on a diverse
range of issues
- passionate about the
area in which they live
- looking to support
community businesses
and people

advertise@ssh.com.au
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Adrian, Benedict, Andrew and Bron in Sydney Park Photo: Ali Blogg

Step it up and go
Alex Mackenzie
With Australia now
having the highest rate
of obesity in the world,
four South Sydney
locals have taken
control of their own
waistlines by starting a
running group.
They meet on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday
at 10am at the Uniting
Church at 56a Raglan

Street, Waterloo, and
run for about half an
hour. They are looking
for new members – all
ages and fitness levels
are welcome. There is no
pressure, and everyone
can go at his or her own
pace, whether that’s
running or walking.
One of the members
has been sponsoring a
child in Guatemala for
the past eight years, and
there are plans to set

up a similar fundraising
project for the running
group. They hope to
get sponsorship for the
distances they run, and to
direct this money towards
a worthy cause.
There will be further details
in our next issue, so stay
tuned. Anyone looking
to improve their fitness
and do some good can
contact us here at the SSH
(editor@ssh.com.au)

Leagues Club launches
loyalty program
SSH
South Sydney Leagues Club is
in its 50th year and although the
first half century was filled with
memorable moments and some
controversy, the next 50 years look
most promising. For this Leagues
Club is probably the most watched
over in Australia, with intense
interest from media and members.
It may be closed for redevelopment
but it is making every effort to stay
connected and grow its membership
even before the opening of the
new Club.
“In order to build a strong
community of members, we have
to network them together with
our projects and initiatives.
Our members are all over Sydney,”
states Bill Alexiou-Hucker, Chairman
of the Leagues Club. “So using the
latest technologies and sound ideology
we can stay in communication with
the loyal members that call South
Sydney Leagues Club their ‘home
away from home.’”
Being resourceful is important
to any club but when the club has
a growing membership and the
doors aren’t even open to the public,
ingenuity and inventiveness become
a priority.
Souths Leagues started by
implementing a regular e-news update
to their online members. Thirsty for
updates, the number of members
is growing each week as computers

become commonplace.
Their next step is the launch of
the Loyalty program. This initiative
is a first of its kind in NSW for a
Leagues Club and will offer members
numerous benefits and rewards.
Souths Leagues plans on building
an extensive association with all
types of businesses in the local
community and around Sydney and
as members simply shop and buy
products and services through this
program, they will raise funds for the
Club’s community programs as well as
bonus dollars in rebates for their own
personal use.
“It didn’t take long to kick it off and
we already have several companies
even before our formal launch,”
says Bill. “We are looking for any
business, company, sole trader or
individual who feels that they can
offer our members something they
can use or need. It’s that simple. If you
are interested call the Club and find
out more.”
This new initiative commences
immediately after the Club received
a succession of great news.
To start with, the long awaited DA
has been approved and the eagerly
anticipated work on the building, not
only the Leagues Club’s floor, will
commence in October.
In addition, Souths Leagues
gained the management rights to
the Redfern Park Café. Combine this
with the unveiling of the beautifully
rejuvenated Redfern Park and all
seems to be moving forward to the

realisation of having a wonderful
public arena for families, members
and the community.
Given its position within Redfern
Park, and the impending return
to Redfern of the South Sydney
Rabbitohs, the Café is well positioned
to cater to the community.
Souths Leagues will also be
releasing, in the near future, details of
community and member initiatives to
be implemented in the “Long Room”,
a new Council Community Room
above the Café and overlooking the
park and the oval.
This next program will
accommodate workshops that will
include further education, physical
activities and creativity, events that
will be focused around friendships,
music – and just a great place to
interact and find new and old friends.
“A great ambience all on its own,
to look over Redfern Park’s beautiful
trees and the stylish new Oval
whilst being entertained or learning
something to enhance your life,”
Bill says. “How good’s that? We truly
hope that everyone embraces the
evolution of Redfern and visits the
new found charm of Chalmers Street.”
For a long time this area has been
waiting for a revival. South Sydney
Leagues Club seems to be assuring
that the stamp it is going to leave
will be a beneficial one. A symbiotic
emblem of the new Redfern, a place
to live as a cooperative with sport,
community and nature… and a lot of
enjoyment as well!

